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Tappan Executive Speaks Secretaries Meet
Scheduled Monday
At Rotary tlub Meeting,

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 73

Colonel Birdsong, Three
Others To Leave Murray

Secretaries in Murray area
interested in forming a local
The way to manage people is to seven days a week for 3,640 weeks chapter of The National
Col. Eff W. Birdsong, professor .ach be returning to Vietnam for
Secretaries Association will have
recognize what a fantastic piece t70 years).
of military science at Murray their second tour of duty in that
it machinery a human is and
- An air system that will feed the oppOrtunity to express their
State University since July, 1967. area.
then treat it with respect, the through self-regulating, doubk support for such an organization
Nephew: I have a news item for
and three members of hi
Major Wright is scheduled to
executive vice-president of the bellows, and an internal tern- on Monday, March 29.
tour paper. My uncle has been a
commissioned staff have been re leave in August after completing
Tappan Company told the perature system that will A coffee-dessert meeting is
model of propriety-has never
assigned and will be leaving the' work toward a master's degree
Murray Rotary Club Thursday. gurantee for the life of the planned at Southside Restaurant
drunk, nor run around with
at
posts with the ROTC unit at
Murray State. Major Heilig will
Contrasting the creation of product 98.6 degrees, regardlese, at 7 p.m. by the Paducahwomen, nor indulged in vices nor
university this summer.
Kentucky Lake Chapter to
be going June 5, and Captain
man to the development of a new of the ambit temperature..
excesses. Tommorrow
he
the
Healey is scheduled to leave in
international
woduct, Walter C. Gummere, - Two cameras of Leica 6-80 or discuss
celebrates his 80th birthday.
The other officers being re- late
August.
Mansfield, Ohio, told the better with zoom lens, full color, organization and to measure
Editor: How?
assigned are Major Pat Wright,
Roatrians that many of the black and white, with instilt response to the idea for a local
A native of Oklahoma City and
Major
Don
Heilig
and Capt.
problems in the worked today reproduction and wide angle lens chapter.
a graduate of Oklahoma State
Maurice Healey.
Mrs. Anita J. Thomas of
could be solved if "we were more sensitive to light and motion.
The Commercial Appeal had a
University, Major Wright came
A
veteran
of
29
years
of
Army
Murray,
who is working with the
gem, more realistic in the - A cover equal or better than
short editorial yesterday which is
to Murray in March, 1969,
Rev.
Jerrell
White
service,
Col.
Birdsong
will
mositure Paducah-Kentucky Lake Chapter
Mylar ;
Dr. Duke K. McCall
undling of the human being." Dupont
interesting.
become deputy chief of staff for following a 12-month tour in
"We have an obligation to look resistant; mildue resistant and in arranging the meeting, said
Vietnam. He and his wife,
personnel and administration for
lack and ask ourselves, 'Are we oriented to sun, water and wind the prime objectives of the
Rochelle and two children, Blake,
the
U.
S.
Army
advisory
group
to
making the best use of the -OA binary sound system with association are to promote
"A familiar world is coming back
the Korean Army in South Korea 7, and Michael, 5, live at 703
machinery at our disposal?"' he instant tuning with any number 'professionalism and to upgrade
Payne. Mrs. Wright and the
into sight by decision of the New
of woofers and tweeters and a standards of secretarial per- Revival services will be held at on June 1.
said.
York Supreme Court. It has ruled
children plan to live in Penthe
Cherry
Corner
Baptist
This will be his third tour o sacola, Fla., while the major is
Previously, the
Tappan built-in control system equal to formance.
that a father "is entitled to set
She added that membership in Church starting Monday, March duty in Korea during his career, overseas.
IBM's 365.
reasonable standards, rules and
Dr. Duke K. McCall, president executive used engineering
-Er:lumped with tour sets oi a local unit will open op- 29,, and continuing through and he will headquarter at Seoul, Major Heilig came to Murray
terminology to cleverly liken the
regulations" for his daughter of the Southern
Baptist
portunities for education, self- Sunday, April 4.
where he will live with his wife, in October, 1968, also from a 12creation
of
man
the
to
when he supports her.
(Continued on Page non
Theological Seminary,
improvemen
t, association with Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of Ona, and daughter, Cris, a month tour in Vietnam. He is a
manufactu
ring
procedure
"The globe seemed to be tilting Louisville, will be the guest
s inothers in the profession and the Memorial Baptist Church, seventh grade student at Murray native of HendersonviHe.. N. C.,
a few months ago when a lower minister at the First Baptist volved in the 'planning and
actiae participation in efforts to will be the evangelist for, the High School.
and received his commission in
court threatened a father with Church on Sunday for the mor- development of a new product,
services to be held each evening
raise secretarial standards.
A son, Michael, is program ROTC at Clemson University, of
jail unless he restored college ning service at 10:45 and the describing some of the "design
The association sponsors the at seven o'clock.
director of a Colorado Sprangs, which he is a graduati.‘"
specifications" as:
expenses and $250 a month to a evening service at 7:30.
Certified Professional Secretary The evangelist has been pastor Colo., radio station:
circulatory
A
His wife, Sue, and two children,
system
daughter who had left the college
using
A native of Mississippi, Dr.
Program and annually ad- of the Memorial Church since
A native of Lawton, Okla., Col. Deac, 7, and Angela, 4, also plan
dormitory where she pretended McCall is a graduate of Furman fluid egual to SAE 50 and cirWilliam
Kunstler,
con- ministers the examination April 1970. Prior to that time he Birdsong is a graduate of the to live in Pensacola, Fla., while
to be living. The poor thing had to University,, Greenville, South culated by a sealed piston that
troversial attorney who was leading to certification as a CPS. was serving as pastor of the First University of Maryland and two he
is in Vietnam. They now live at
sell the automobile daddy had Carolina; Southern Baptist ordinarily will never need
denied the opportunity to speak
Baptist Church, Sesser, ill. He months ago received a master's 1702 Calloway
given her, in order to stay away Theological Seminary; and changing. In cast of a leak, the
Avenue.
Murray
at
had
State
previously
served as degree from Murray State. He
University, will
Captain Healey, who-can*to
from home.
Baylor -University, Waco, Texas. fluid must be self-sealing. .
speakminister of the Poplar Spring was commissioned at the Ar- Murray in February,
on Mnriclay night at 8:00
"But the higher court ruled After his ordination in 1937, he --A pump system equal
1969, from
at the courthouse.
Baptist Church here. He is a tillery Officers Candidate School the Marine Amphibious
that the parent has some rights in served as pastor of the Broadway or better than a Myers double
Warfare
Kunstler,
graduate
along
of
Southern
the
Baptist
with
other
at Fort Sill, Okla.
School at Quantico, Va., is a
controlling how money from Baptist Church in Louisville, action, reciprocating pump with
Insight"
Theological Seminary, During World War II, he served native of
speakers, was canMarietta, Ga., and a
home is spent by a minor, which until he became president of the a norrhal 72 strokes a minute and
celled by the MSU Board of
Louisville.
in Europe with Third Army graduate of North Georgia
is the way it used to be."
New Orleans Baptist Theological equipped with a built-in, Regents. when the Student
HOUSTON i UPI )--A Western The public is invited to attend Artillery,
and since has served College.
Seminary in 1943. He later served automatic variable speed drive Government invited Kunstler Kentucky University student these revival services, according
two European tours of duty in
His wife, Martha, and two
as the executive secretary of the designed to run 24 hours a day, against the wishes of the boart attending a party in a fourth floor to a chur eh spokesman.
addition to two in Korea. He children, Portia, 5, and
"The best executive is the one Executive Committee of the
motel room attempted to dive
came to the Murray ROTC post Elizabeth, 2, plan to live in either
who has sense enough to pick Southern Baptist Convention in
from the balcony into the
from an assignment at the Atlanta or "somewhere in
good men to do what he wants Nashville until 1951, when he
swimming poi,' below and was
Pentagon in Washington, D. C. Florida" while he is overseas.
done,and self-restraint enough to assumed his present duties at the
killed when be hit the concrete
While in Murray, the Birdsongs
Eighteen officers and enlisted
keep from meddling with them Southern Baptist Theological
Friday night.
have lived at 812 North 20th men make up the ROTC inwhile they do it." .. . . Theodore Seminary in Louisville.
Friends in the room said John
Street. An Episcopalian, the structor group at Murray State,
?loosest-eft.
Dr. McCall has served the
mr.dward Nicklies, 23. had been
colonel also is a member of the and there are more than 900
denomination as treasurer of the
drinking
and
"having fun" when
Two outstanding high school Test state winner three years and
Murray Rotary Club.
cadets in the University's
Southern Baptist Convention, as
Flotilla
27-5
of
the
United
States The other
he stood up and said "I'm going
three officers will brigade.
A reader sends in a report on the Executive Secretary of the seniors from Calloway County her selection as "most likely to
Coast Guard Auxiliary has
to
do
something
crazy."
testing of several hypotheses in Southern Baptist Foundation, as lave been selected to receive succeed" in the senior.
He landed head first, three feet receive notification from the
regard to the motivation of a member of the Executive Murray State University Alumni Miss Brittain is the daughter of
from the edge of the water and Southern ResPon Director, it.
Association
scholarship
s
of $500 Mr.. and Mrs. Raymon Brown
students. The report says that Committee of the Baptist Worlc
was killed instantly. Friends said Commander Ralph Knorr, of the
many students believe that they Alliance, and as Chairman of the aach for the 1971-72 school year. Brittain . Her plans during he
was in town to root for his approval of the following flotilla
They are: Anne Elizabeth college include the study of
have no control over their own North
American
Baptist Battle, Murray
team in the NCAA basketball staff appointments:
High
School;
and
business as partial preparation
successes and failures. For them, Fellowship. He is the author ol
Communications
Officer:
playoffs.
the process of education is alien; "God's Hurry and What Is The Barbara June Brittain, Calloway for a career in broadcasting.
Larrie Clark, Sha-Wa Circle;
they cannot be motivated in the Church?" and is co-author 01 County High School. Each of She is a member of the Beta
Examinations Officer: Robert E.
The
Murray
Board
of
classroom in the traditional "Passport To The World an them is the valedictorian of her Club, Pep Club, 4-H Club, Speech
Johnson, 1705 Magnolia Drive;
lass-Miss
Battle
from
Education met in regular session
among Club, :Future Teachers of
manner. The study was made by Boaciman Comment-s." 1958 ara
Operations
Officer: Dan Hutson
120 senior students and Miss America, and she has also been
m Thursday evening, and apBunars Fteimanis of Corning 1959.
709 Olive Street; Training Of
Brittain from among 136.
proved administrative personnel
Community College in Corning, The
dramatics
active
in
debate.
and
members
ficer:
of
Mrs.
the
Robert
E.
Johnson
Mancil Vinson, director of Among her honors are Merit's
Or the Murray Public Schools for
New York. Here's the report in congregation and the people 431
1705 Magnolia Drive.
alumni affairs at Murray State, Who's Who Among American
the coming school year, acshort form.
the community are invited tc
The officers are a part of the
announced the scholarship High School Students, Outcording to Fred Schultz.
take advantage of the oprecipients. He said the two standing Teenager of America, Dr. Melvin B. Henley today complement of staff needed to
superintendent.
portunity
to
improve boating safety on the
hear
this Calloway County
students are Outstanding Student of America, announced his candidacy for a
Preston Holland -Win have
-The first hypothesis tested by distinguished speaker at bott
inland lakes.
duties as Assistant Superinthe study, which was supported services Sunday, a churct among 16 chosen from 105 ap- and the DAR Good Citizen position on the Murray City The following members were
plicants.
Council in the May primary. He
tendent, Athletic Director, Head
with a grant of approximately spokesman said.
Award.
Miss Battle, daughter of Dr. In announcing scholarship is an associate professor of appointed to head special
Football Coach, and some
$10,000 from the Office of
projects:
Safeboatin
Week
g
and Mrs. Guy A. Battle of 1103 recipients, Vinson acknowledged Physical chemistry at Murray
teaching responsibilties.
Education's regional research
Main, plans to concentrate her the cooperation of superin- State University and has a Chairman: Richard Farrell, 1304
Eli Alexander was re-named
program, is that inconsistency in
studies at Murray State on tendents, high school principals Partnership in the mobile home Poplar; County. Fair Display
principal of Murray High SchooL
the home environment interferes
Chairman:
Revert
Forsee,
411
S.
mathematics, physics and and guidance counselors in business.
Robert Glin Jeffrey will re-join
with the development of feelings
11th Street.
French.
the staff and will assume the
in these youngsters that the
making recommendations of In his announcement, Dr. Any organization or club who
She has been active at Murray students on the bases of Henley stated, "I am interested
position of principal of the newly.
rewards or punishments they
High in working with Tri-Alpha, scholarship and leadership.
in seeing Murray make more would like to hive a program on
organized Murray Middle Schoola
receive are related to their own
boating
and
boat
safety
should
the yearbook and in swinnming. He pointed out that financial progress than has been achieved
Dennis Taylor will be the prize*
behavior.
contact Mrs. Robert E. Johason,
Her honors include National support -for the
cipal of the Carter and Roberta:.
scholarships during the past tew years. I
Merit finalist, National French comes from the alumni Century believe that my professional arid 753-2277, for information.
Elementary SchooLs.
Boat owners who are interested
Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty wiH
Club, an organization of business experience, along with in joining the United States Coast
A second hypothesis is that Three men from Calloway
in charge of general supervision
businesses, industries, and in- my sincere interest in Murray Guard Auxiliary may call Mr. or
more positive attitudes among County were inducted into the
of instruction for the System; and
dividuals donating POO or more and its future, qualifies me to Mrs. Ken Stevens, 753-7946
students concerning their control United States Army in the March
work with all interestettitizens
Miss Ruth Lassiter was reto the association.
over their successes or failures draft call from the county, acelected as finance officer.
Vinson added that the annual toward building a better city."
can be produced by special cording to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
Prentice Lassiter, who has
drive, headed this year by Carl The 35year-old native of
Mrs. Odelle Vance
teacher efforts in the classroom executive secretary of Local
Marquess of Paducah, to raise Calloway County holds degrees'
been engaged in educational
and group discussion or coun- Board No. 10 of the Selective
Mr, Odelle Vance of Murray work for some 34 years in Murray
money for the eapansion•of the from Murray State University
seling outside the class. A related Service.
and the University
has been elected secretary o and Calloway County, announced
of
scholarshi
p
and
distinguis
hypothesis which the study tests
hed
Members of the Teens Who
The three inductees were
Mississippi. He also attended the Boy Scout Troop 77 of the First District One of the Business and his retirement effective at the
Care will be at the Mental Health- professor prngrams is nose un(Continued on Page Eight)
University of Nevada and Valley Christian Church held a speclal Professional Women's Clutiat the end of this school year, and the
Michael Neal Butler. Lanny Joe
Mental Retardation Center, 702 derway.
Bernardino, program last week on motor- spring meeting held ,at the Board commended Mr. Lassiter
College, San
Turner, and Paul Eugene Woods,
Main Street, Murray, on Sunday, Scholarships sponsored by the
Kenbar Inn on March 20.
California. He served four years boating and boating safety.
who were sworn in at Nashville,
for his service to the Murray
Alutnni
Association
have
been
March 27,from nine a.m. to three
active military service in the This series will be completed in
'Tenn., and are now taking their
Schools. ,
available
at
Murray
State
since
pin. to answer the telephone to
The Murray. woman is a pas
United States Airforce and also April, and merit badges will be
training at Fort Campbell.
In other action, Mrs. Margaret
take memberships for the 1938 when one grant amounting to
was
$100 was awarded. The program -served four years in the Air earned by the scouts who can president of the Murray Et&P Brown
granted
a
Butler is the son of Mr. and Kentucky
Association
for
Fair and warmer weather will Mrs. Robert Butler of Murray
has grown to its total of $8.a1Nu in Force Reserve. He has been on qualify on the test. Thirty scouts Club and was chosen as "Out professional leave for the 1971-71
Retarded Children.
the staff of Murray State are enrolled in this study course. standing Woman of the Year" by school year, and the resignation
prevail today throughout Ken- Route Two and is married
to the Pat Orr, president of the scholarships for the next s, ha:01
University since 1964.
tucky.
Neale
Mason,
Vice- the club in 1965. She has been of Mrs. Polly Bryant, who has
former Sharon Smith. Turner is Calloway County Association for year.
Active -in civic affairs. Dr. Commander of the United States employed by the South Central been on a professional leave
Variable cloudiness, warmer the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Retarded Children, presented an
Henly is a past President ot the Coast Guard Auxiliary 27-5 in Bell Telephone Company for during the past year, was actonight and Sunday. Widely Turner, North 20th Street,
honorary membership to Mayor
Civitan Club and Murray was the instructor. The twenty years. She is an active cepted.
scattered showers and thun- Murray, and Woods is
Murray
the son of Holmes Ellis to kick off the
presently holds the position of scouts were also instructed by 0. member of the First Baptist
dershowers Sunday
The Board has not reached a
Mr. and Mrs. Richard 0. Woods membership drive for the month
Chairman-Elect of the Kentucky B. Boone, Jr. on the proper Church.
Highs today 50s east to 60s of Murray Route Three.
final decision on the proposed
of March.
Lake Section of the American wearing of the scout uniform and
west. Lows tonight 30s east to 40s
Miss Nancy Burnette of the vocational school;however, the
Seventeen men, including local Teens Who Care members will
Chemical Society., During the the method of uniform inspection. Emblem
west. Highs Sunday mostly in the registrants and transfers, were
Club in Mayfield was Board is still working with the
take the person's name and
summer of 1968 he was visiting The-annual troop inspection for elected district
70s.
nt the same day for pre- address and mail the memdirector and Miss Hal Perry Construction Comprofessor of chemistry. at Ole the best-dressed scout will be
Anna Lou Caldwell of the Fulton pany, the State Department of
physical examinations.
bership card with a selfMiss, and in 1970 held the same held on Monday, March 29, at South
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Fulton Club was elected Buildings and Grounds, and the
addressed stamped envelope to
position at Memphis State 700 p.m. All scout com- assistant
The extended Weather outlook
Department of Vocational
director.
mail
hack the membership fee of
University.
for Kentucky Monday through FLY RETURNING HOME
missioners and committeemen Mrs. Glenda Corum of Education in an effort to reach a
three dollars for individuals or
Dr. Henley and his wife, the are-invited to see the standard of Reolland, retiring
Wednesday:
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay five dollars for a
district contractual agreement for the
family. The
former Eva Mohler of Kirksey, this unit before the troop is ac- airector,
Chance
of
precipitation UPI)-Claude L. Fly, 65, of number to
presided
at
the
meetin construction of this school,
call is 753-6622.
and their five children, Sonny, cepted -for re-registration.
Monday and Tuesday and turning Fort Collins, Colo., the agricut:
and the invocation was given by Schultz said.
Stanley, Stuart, Steve, and
cooler. Partly cloudy Wed- ural expert kidnaped and held YaaittiataaSaadaatigigtediakt:OfeWadc*
Mrs-Jule Windt of the Marshal
Shane, reside at 104 South 9th
nesday. lows Monday near 50 208 days- iry anti-gorelmment
HEAR HOFFA PLEA
TEA ON SUNDAY
County Club.
ALPHA OMICRON PI
Street. Two of .tlje boys attend The Murray State University Mrs. Martha
with highs Monday lower 70s. Tupaniaro guerrillas, was leavWASHINGTON
UPI i-The
Dale
of
Murray
The Alumni chapter of Alpha
rIMurray High School, one attends Women's Society will have a tea was the local club's entry in
Lows Tuesday and Wednesday ing tcxiay for the United States.
lustice Department says it will
the
Omicron
Pi sorority will meet
Austin Elementary, and one in the MI Purpose room of the "Young Career
mid 34* to mid 40s Highs Fly suffered a 'heart attack 10
Woman of the make,' no recommendations to a
attends the University School home economics department on Year". Named
Thesttay and Wednesday 50s to days before he was freed by the Tuesday, March 30, at 7:30 p.m.
to
this honor was iarole hoard that will review
at the hoane Mrs. George Oakley.
Kindergartgnr. The youngest is of Sunday from 2:30 to four p.m in Miss Patricia Fraln•k
lower 60:
Tupaniaros March 2
of -the he case of Teamsters Union
Oakley
pre-school age
Dr. Melvin It Henlel
honor of the past presidents.
President James R. Hotta next
'continued on Page Eight)
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Ten Years Ago Today
Mrs. Mary Patterson, age 66, died yesterday in Detroit, Mich.
The funth-a will be held at the Mt. Cannel Baptist Church on
March 30.
W C. Elkins, Holmes Ellis, L. D. Miller, Dr. A. H. Kopperud,
and Glenn Doran were named new directors of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce.
Five contestants from Murray High School rated superior in the
annual speech festival at Murray State College. They were
Jimmy Olila, Eddie Lee Grogan, Nick Terhune, Ann Story, and
Judy Cooper.
New officers of the Hazel PTA are Mrs. Bruce Freeman, Mrs.
Huron Erwin, Mrs. Johnny Orr,and Mrs. Gene Miller.

Capt. John D. Phillips, son of Mrs. John Phillips, has been
reported wounded in Korea. His wounds were sustained on March
19.
Charles H. Jones, Yeoman, 3rd Class, USN, is serving on the
USS Mount McKinley in Pusan, Korea. He is from Hazel.
W.0. Conner has been named district manager of the Woodmen
of the World, according to Buford Hunt, Western state manager.
Members of the cast of the play, "House For Sale—Haunted",
to be presented by the Freshman Class, Kirksey High School, are
Eleanor Greenfield, Anna Lou Doores, Ada Sue Ross, Clara Fay
Ellison, Shirley Crick, Patsy Lawrence,‘ Ann Elkins, Bud Gibbs,
Donald Watson, James Robert Adams, W. A. Erwin, Dwain
Jones, Richard Adams, and Gene Parker.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LILDGlist a MEW FILM

Deaths reported are Harvey L. Anderson, age 48, Clarence S.
Evans, age 68, and Edd Marine, age 90.
The Reservoir Clearance Division of the Tennessee Valley
Authority will open a headquarters office at Murray on April 1 as
a base for the clearing of the lower part of the Kentucky Reservoir. Pat A. MWer will be superintendent.
Rudy Hendon is president and W. E. Dick is vice-president of
the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shroat are the parents of a son, Jerry
Thomas, born this week at the Keys-Houston Clinic.
"Virginia" with Madeline Carroll and Fred McMurray will be
showing next week at the Varsity Theatre.

FNS OF "THE WEDDING'
WASHINGTON (UP!(—Mrs.
Richard Nixon says she has
been deluged by letters from
persons across the country who
want to provide the music and
flowers for her daughter's June "A Communication Thing" is
wedding to Harvard law student the theme for the annual area
conference of the Association for
Edward Finch Cox.
Supervision and Curriculum
Development at Kentucky Lake
She told reporters Thursday State Park April 2-3.
public
the
surprised
at
she was
Superintendents
and
interest in the wedding, adding,
elernentar teachers„ prtrai
"It's amazing how romance is
cipals, supervisors and students
still so much a part of our
from the First and Second
lives."
Districts of the Kentucky

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Wherefore we receiving a kingdom which cannot be moved, let
us have grace, whereby we may serve God acceptably with
reverence and godly fear.—Hebrews 12:28.
Since we are children- The King,isn't it about that that web.*
more princely?

ISN'i IT THE TRUTH!
by Carl ai..olet Jr.
We need relief from the noise and stir of lobbyists
trying to twist the arms and oil the- jaws of
congressmen—like when they twisted and oiled
either for or against phasing out the Ford 'Fri-Motor
and the DC-3 in favor of the SST.
"Lobbying is declared to be a crime."
—Constitution of the
State of Georgia, 1877
The Almanac
• By United Press International
Today is Saturday, March 27,
he 86th day of 1971.
The moon is between its neeihase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
riars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-y and SaturnThose born on this day are
inder the sign of Aries.
On this day in history:
In 1634 Leonard ant'George
Calvert, English colonists,
bought a tract of 30 acres on
the St. Charles River and
established what is now Maryland.
,
In 1933 Japan resigned from
the Lea(oie of Nations
In 1958 Nikita Kin ushchev
replaced Nikolai Bulitanin as
premier of the Soviet Communist pari,
n,lk an earthquake in
Mask.] ft 17 persons either
t • lissing and damages
estimao at $750_unbolt-

riiE
vt I NT

A thought for today: U..B.
statesman Wendell Winkle saidi
"The Constitution does not
rtrovide- for first and secondclass citizens."

a

iWhy spend nlillions?"=

E.
E
Housewives prefer cleaning
1ri
;. -'
=
rather than replacing capitol
E
McBAIN, MICH. (UPI), A group of housewives -.1
I. believes a few dollars worth of soap and water plus I
E some elbow grease can save Michigan taxpayers
millions of dollars.
i
;
A movement is under way in the state legislature
'2 to have a new building erected in Lansing to replace i
I the musty. 92-year-old Capitol Estimates of the cost g
I of the new structure range from $70 million to $lat
I million_
E.
f.Six budget-minded bouswives, members al Use 1
E
E McBain Women's Club, visited the Capitol sod say ...
:-1.•
.'t the problem is one of "dirt, not decay."
2
aE
The group, headed by the club president, Mrs. g
E
William
Houston, has launched a movement to have E.
E
.-.7. a mop-and-bucket brigade clean up the building.
g
a
E
Flags on display in glaa cases can't be seen 1
1 through the dirty windows, beautiful woodwork Is 1.
I unvarnished, brass Is unpolished and there is enE. crusted dirt, not dust, over almost everything, the 1
I. group has reported.
I
The women are writing the State Federation of i
a
E Women's Clubs and their legislators in an effort to I
a do something about cleaning up the Capitol. They i
agree the state government may need more space, __. .
E but suggest an addition.
--a —'
i
The Capitol was constructed for $4.5 million in :-:
g 1679 arid has been extensively remodeled. -'TR i
I
e McBain women want the federation to make a -5
5. project of the clean-up camraign,
s
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Dear Editor:
It is with great interest and
concern upon my heart that I
•—have--reed-letters• and •articles- in
our paper about the local option
election in Murray. We have
been praying and trying to stir
'people to work and pray against'
this evil lest it overtake us. As a
'Woman Christian Temperance
Union worker, we have been
praying that God would stir
Christians and make them awake
to the great dangers of alcoholic
beverage, yes,, awake and
standing up against it every time
it is possible.
If Christians in Murray would
band *ether, to pray, work and
all vote against this issue, the
liquor element will be defeated
Do I hear some church folks
saying that it won't concern
them? Just be assured that this
is one time it will affect you. No
one is going to escape the dangers
Liquor brings. We in the county,
*no are not privileged to vote,
are going to suffer, too.
Christians remember, "It is not
the noise of the bad, but rather
the silence of the good that is our
greatest problem."
If the adults are not concerned
enough to want to keeep alcohol
away from our children and
youth, then let us be -stirred. J.
Edgar Hoover says this about
the Drinking
Woman, "'The
startling increase in juvenile
delinquency is largely due to
parental failure. The drinkind
woman today probably deserves
more than her statistical share of
for
juvenile
the
blame
delinquericy."
Alcohol and marijuana are
addictive drugs like heroin and
are more likely to drive their
users to crimes of violence than
herioin or other opiates, according to D. S. Bell, a leading
Austrailand psychiarrist.
Dr. Bell further states, "More
serious crimes of violence are
charcteristic of drugs such as
Education Association will meet alcohol and marijuana, which
in sessions at Kenlake Hotel at 7 can produce a potentially,
p.m. April 2 and 9 a.m. April 3. dangerous intoxicated state."
Featured on the program will Please, all people who are
be:
concerned that no legal alcoholic
—Dr. Bill Martin, Jr., one of beverages come to encourage
America's outstanding them to register before Mar. 30.
storytellers and creator of the to insure their vote to count
Holt, Rinehart and Winston against Murray becoming a wet
publishing firm's reading town.
program entitled "Sounds of
language."
Sincerely,
—O. Leonard Press, executive ( Pres.) Woman's Christian
director of the Kentucky Temperance Union
Authority for Educational Lorene Clayton.
Television.
—Mrs. Virginia Gaines Fox,
acting director of educatit.i of the
Authority
for
Kentucky
Educational Television.
William A. Bell, assistant
superintendent of Christian
County schools and president of
WASHINGTON
the ASCD organization in West,
President Nixon met here
Kentucky,said anyone interested
with 18 leaders of the dairy
in elementary curriculum
industry, ncluding Paul Aldevelopment or languag_e_ar‘is
agia and John A. Moser of
encouraged to attend the conLouisville, Ky., to discuss
milk prices and governference.
ment price supports.
Registration is $2 for nonPress Secretary Ronald
students and $1 for students.
Ziegler said the President
arranged the meeting at
CRABS VS. DRIVERS
the request of dairymen,
GEYSERVIII,E, Calif. ( UPI
but gave no information on
--Motorists on U.S. 101 had
the discussion.
about
to crab
so- titling
Other sources indicated
Wednesday-22 tons of the
that the dairy co-operative
shellfish blocking the Major
leaders made it plain they
hope the administration
north-south highway north of
will reverse its announced
Si'. Francisco.
to raise milk price
The crabs covered both sides refusal
auports.
of the two-lane road two Miles
north of here. They spilled from
'Favorite Sou' Barker
a refrigerated truck that had
--HOttYWOOD (t1P1)—Bob
wk,skled and overturned.
Barker. host of television's
"Truth or Consequences," was
"Love
- fob/ Marley (44
named "favorite son" by the
Story') will play's top role in Senate of the State of
"The Godfathrr" for Para- Washington. Harker was horn
mount.
in fhirnngton, Wash.

Kentucky
dairymen at
capitol parley

BOGUS BILLS FOR FUN

Soviet SST
may go into
service by fall
MOSCOW (UPI): The Soviet 441-144 supersonic •
liner may go into domestic
passenger service this fall,
western aviation sources
say.
It would be the first supersonic transport aircraft
(SST) to fly commercial
passengers faster than
sound.
Aeroflot, the Soviet national airline, is expected
to put the delta-wing plane
—nicknamed "Konkordskl"
by Western journalists after the Anglo-French Con
corde—on the Moscow-Khabarovsk run in October or
November,
the
sources
said.
The TU-144 will start
flying the Moscow-Karachi
International route in early
1972 if the domestic flight
to the far eastern Soviet
dty is a success, the
sources said.
The -Siiviet Union has yet
to announce
when
the
1550-mph pacesetter in the
SST race will make its
maiden commercial flight.
It is expected to easily heat
the Concorde aloft with a
passenger payload.

GRAND R iPIDS, Mich
UPI(—Jon E. Vanden Berg
had money to burn and tederal
agents didn't like it
-—
Vanden Berg is charged with
possessing and manufacturing
bogus $20 bills. He is partner in
a print shop in suburban
Wyoming where police confiscated 56 phony bills.
works at the
He also
Wyoming Diesel GM plant. He
didn't try to pass the bills. He
used them to light cigarettes
and startle his coworkers.
4IZA;L•}4* I laCs'll,iitA
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
us 641141011TH
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* COMING *
"DOCTORS WIVES"
"PETER PAW'

SCOTT DRUG

1205

Clistnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

Toda & Sun. at 1 & 3 •.m.

COUGAR
COIINTIR
,

IN COLOR

FILM_FOR_
THE ENTIRE FAMILY
' _Adults 1,5_0 - Children 75'
LATE SHOW TONITE 11:30 p.m.
"FINDERS KEEPERS, LOVERS WEEPERS"A
•A

SUN.-MON.- & TUES. NITES ONLY!
'Nominated A
ACADEMY
for
'
Iv
AWARDS
Including - BEST ACTRESS
BEST DIRECTOR
The relationship between
four sensual people is limited.
They must find a new way.
D.14. LAWRENCE'S

"WOMEN IN LOVE"
T Hf niWE

StUdents hold key in liquor vote
BY DAVID W.BROWN
Ilastalq Pea Prairlort Mem

FRANKFORT: The old, old issue of
"dry or wet" will be put before the voters
again next month at two distent corners of
the state—Murray and Morehead.
But this time something new has been
added to the ancient quarrel.
A DRIVE IS ON at Murray and Morehead State Universities to register students to vote and requests for opinions
have flooded the state attorney general's
office as to the legality of the idea
It has been three years since the last
wet-dry question was on the ballot and
now new petitions have been sent to the
county judges asking for another election.
Tht elections are scheduled April 20 in
both cities.
Both Murray and Morehead have been
dry for as long as any of their residents
can rememVer—except for a few stills
here and thert•But the "wets", or advocates for.

sale of liquor, have come close- on a
number of ballots and the addition of the
youthful voters could be the boost they
need
YET SOME OBSERVERS say that
many of the students, steered into registering by their local churches, may add to
the "dry" contingency.
"Thera. is a big question as to whether
or not a student can be a permanent, legal
resident of the county when 'ae is really
Just living here to go to school," explained
Mrs Ottist W Elam, Rowan county clerk.
She said more than 100 student( have
registered In far Most of them gave residences as dormitories or mobile home
parks
At Murray, about 75 students have
signed affidavits stating they are permanent residents, reports Calloway County
Clerk Marvin Harris.
The law says a person must five in
Kentucky a yeer to vote on state issues,
SIX months to vote in the county, but only
60 days to vote in a precinct or city.

IN ONE OPINION sent to Mrs. Elam
from John Brecicinridge the question of
"parental control" was raised, since most
students still reside at home.
But most advocates for both sides
agree that the courts probably will uphold
the students' rights to vote.
At Murray, students not known to be
local residents must sign an affidavit that
reads in part: "I am not in this county,
precinct and state for temporary purposes
and I intend to make this county, precinct
and state my permanent home,.."
So far Murray and Morehead students
for the most part have been quiet on the
issue, bringing wide speculation from the
citys' citizens.
COUNTY AND CITY officials meanwhile are getting ready to receive requests
for beer and liquor licenses, just in case,
and newspapers have begun to publish
thformation on what will happen if the
vote is affirmative.
Whatever the outcome, it promises to
be a wild if not wet election,
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Statewiir White Bass Run May
Fishing Have Already Started
Report

Fins
'n
Feathers

Hunting Handbook

Is Now Available
The "Winchester Hunter's Handbook, 1970-71" is
currently available from
Winchester Press,460 Park
Avenue, We* -Toile; NTT
10022. This informative
192-page book contains a
wealth of useful ballistic
and shooting data, including material on shotshell,
rim fire and center fire
ballistics, specifications on
chokes, scopes and shot
sizes, range tables for
sighting in, cartridge recommendations for various
game and a glossary of
shooting terms, plus hunting information and game
regulations for SO states
anu Canada. Single copies
are $1.95 and copies in
quantity are available at
discount rates.

FRANKFDRT, Ky--May the meting, the run will subside. The
white bass fishermen be alerted. same
will happen if the waters
by Lin SMITH
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI). The time is soon to come when become
muddy.
But imthe
on
"stripers"
be
will
these
Croppie contunued to be the top
mediately,upon the return of
headwaters
of
.
0
It is now one a.m. and earlier than it's been all morning. Unless catch at Kentuchy lakes, the move in the
favorable conditions good fishing
in soule rnay
you happen to be 'checking in', you probably won't be joining us for state Department of Fish and number of lakes and
be resumed.
streams.
rivers
smaller
and
Wildlife
Resources reported
a few hours. A few trucks passed, going in the direction of Steele
The "father" of the white bass
time
spawning
about
just
It's
run is Dix River which is
Hollow. This would be a good time to be on that bank, but I have Thursday.
the
for the species and when this
The lake-by-lake rundown:
neither the nerve or the skill required to tackle that mile of gullies
feeder stream of Herrington
occurs
means
thes
that
it
are
fish
Barkley-Cro
ppie
good in all
Lake. For several decades they
and holes called a road. A professional stunt driver would need
sections over stump beds and help for leather to hit any lure have been caught
daylight and some luck to drive that obstacle course
in this famous
around stickups; big black bass that is thrown in their general area where
fishermen may line
by casting in main lake; croppie direction
the banks, shoulder to shoulder,
uninitiated an ex- to
FRANK WRIGHT, getting a kick from ribbin me about the 'big fair with some catches of black To the
retrieve this hard fighting,
planation
famous
white
the
of
fish tale' I didn't get. He produces a section of the Courier-Journal bass below dam.
good tasting game fish.
Kentucky Lake-Croppie fair bass "runs" may be helpful.
which carried a story by JOE TOM ERWIN, of a record croppie
Most of Kentucky's major But other lakes
have lately
catch by DR. RONNIE BABB of Murray. DR. BABB, JOE and around stickups and in channel
lakes have bountiful populations Produced some
BILL ERWIN scored several successes that week. Congratulations areas in Blood River and fair in
excellent White Tents Pop Into Shape
main lake; scattered black bass of this gamester, the average bass fishing in the spring. Of
Setting up camp is easy if
on the fishing skill and an excellent report.
weight of which would be around course, the whole
affair depends you have a Thermos PopFellows I can beat that on "seven ways to Sunday". Played hooky by casting; fair croppie below
one pound, but which on many on the weather conditions.
Tent, one
for about an hour Tuesday afternoon, armed with a cane pole and a dam.
This convenientof the wonderfully
tents that's ready
occasions may be pushing three being favorable
Lake-Cropp
Green
River
ie
a
fisherman to occupy within two or three
box of worms. I grabbed a 'hunk of bank' and kept sliding until
pounds.
When
spring
rolls
often
around
good
fallen
treetops
and
may take his daily or minutes after arrival at the
slowed by a pile of rocks. This is great. The coldest wind, roughest
around and the water tem- possession limit
of 60, that campsite. It literally pops
waves and a scant two foot depth of water—ideal fishing conditions, stickups at eight feet; scattered
peratures
headwater
the
in
or
sometimes may average well into shape and comes in two
eh what? Brought home seven little 'yellow cats' and didn't hook catches of black bass.
Cumberland -fair catches on feeder streams rise to around 60 over one pound each, from the sizes. The smaller tent is
even one pike, carp or scaley. That is real fishing. You can hardly
black bass by jigging; croppie in degrees the mating urge come to headwaters of Dale Hollow, seven feet in diameter and
find catfish walking on the bank any more.
sleeps two. The larger 9-foot
fair numbers around fallen these fish. They move into the Cumberland, Barren River Lake,
model accommodates four.
shallower waters of the streams Dewey,
treetops.
Buckhorn, Rough River
Large families and campDale Hollow-Black bass by to deposit their eggs.
and Nolin lakes as well as others. ers who like spacious living
JOE ROB and CHES1ER PERRY, landed some nice croppie jigging big minnows and casting;
Even before the run actually Also every two
or three years quarters will find the Prairie
Sunday afternoon. Joe caught 38 and Chester 21. They were bank scattered catches of croppie; starts in the streams great
excellent runs may be discovered Schooner very- appealing.
fishing, near Eggners Ferry Bridge. Minnows supplied the temp- cold weather has stopped
Shaped like the top of a
white harvest of white bass are made in below the locks and darns in the
covered wagon from which it
tation.
the lake itself, just below the first Kentucky River.
bass movement.
got its name, this handsome
Herrington-Fair catches of riffle of the stream in which they
Fishermen should be alert tent also comes in two sizes.
The Twin Lakes Club, expresses their appreciation to those who black bass by casting; scattered'*are spawn. The migration up the
Frankfort, Ky.,-Kentucky is to necessary concrete structures.
LET HIM GO
attended the buddy hunt and to everyone who purchased tickets on catches of croppie; some white lake starts many days prior to the because a sprinkling of the whites
have one of the most modern The $1.3 million fugure does not
* When a fish wants to make freshwater fish hatcheries in
the gun. The hunt drew a good crowd with sixteen dogs entered.
the include engineering and inand black bass below first riffle actual spawning and they may-be has already been taken from III a run, give him
line and let nation.
Will
and
Spring
Creeks
found in deeper water near the
which are 'him go. Be
spection fees which would bring,
of Dix River.
certain that the
Under the terms of a contract total cost for the initial phase to
Buckhorn-Croppie good by still mouth of the stream in good the headwaters of Dale There the drag on the reel is set propfishing in inlets and bays; numbers and may be caught by water temperature ranges a bit erly, then let the fish take awarded Tuesday by the near $1.5 million.
scattered black bass by casting. trolling, by casting a shadow like higher than for other Kentucky line against the tension of Department of Finance and Fish The second phase will include
lure
or minnows.
The lakes. And if they are moving in the drag. Never try to stop and Wildlife Resources, work will construction of the hatchery
Barren
a fish's determined run be- start within ten days on the two
knowledgab
fisherman
le
building and the maintenance
will the Me Hollow area, can they be cause
Barren Lake-Scattered black
the line may break or million dollar plus
far
behind
in
the
facility to be building and residenced for
follow
other
whites
the
lakes?
right
on up the
bass by casting and jig fishing;
the hooks pull out. located below . Cave Run Dam hatchery employes.
croppie fair on minnows at 8 feet; lake until they enter the shallow
near Morehead. The first phase Production of Musky, walleye,
water
wherethe
fishing
reaches
some white bass in headwaters.
contract, amounting to slightly rockdish and largemouth bass is
Rough River Lake- Croppie fair its peak.
more than $1,300,00, has been expected to start early in 1973. In
Moving into the spawning
in all sections; black bass spotty
awarded to the K.A. Barker addition, forage fiat) also will be
waters first are the males. They
in north fork by jigging.
Construction
Company
of produced.
Nolin-Black bass best in lower will be caught for a few days
Louisville. Under terms of the Bernard Carter, assistant
part of lake; some croppie in all before the females follow the
contract the first phase work commissioner former director of
same route into the spawning
To a boat owner who has
all components are clean and
sections.
must be completed by March 12, the Division of Fisheries, stated
planned
an
afternoon
areas.
They
of
will
good
in
spawn
working
when
order.
Rethe
Dewey-Small croppi some big
1972.
place filters before they bewater temperature reaches and water skiing or a fishing trip,
that musky, walleye and bass
black bass by jigging.
there can be nothing more
come clogged. And accurateMinor Cla 1, commissioner of eggs will be secured from
Grayson-Black bass by jigging hovers around the 62 degree frustrating than a balky
ly measure the gasoline/oil
outthe Depa
nt of Fish and broodstock held by the Departand
fishing minnows; spotty mark, but they will move into the board engine.
mixture wheneszelling the
Wildlife
ources, on an- ment but that rockfish fry will be
BILL MOHUNDFt0 and DON HATCHER won 1st place, with 275 catc,ks of croppie.
,spawning area when the water is Most outboard owners
Lank. Too little
an rause
nounc
e Baker Contract initially obtained from South
+ points. Left to right; Bill and Don,the champions. Not shown are
keep their engines in top
Fishtrap-Fair white bass on considerably cooler.
overheating, detonation and
award,said another contract, for Carolina.
two black and tans. Bill's"Ring" and Don's "Blackie".
lithe "run" is not interrupted tune by following the mainaccelerated wear while too
spinners and by still fishing
Names of second place winners were unavailable. They were in MIOGOWS.
second phase work, probably The "Minor Clark Hatchery" is
much oil can result in fouled
by heavy rains, muddy water or tenance recommendations
the cast with Bill and Don. Not realizing they had won, they went
plugs, loss of power and hard
would be let during this summer to be buqt immediately below
cold, it will continue for as much clearly specified in the ownmanual. However, the few
starting.
home immediately, consequently, no picture
and the hatchery should be in Cave Run Darn which will ims AD sirs
as three weeks during which they ers
owners who do experience
There were no third place winners
operation by spring of 1973.
Probably more fish are lost can be caught
• Check the gearrase for
pound the Licking river at
at any time of day engine trouble can usually
while trying to land them or
proper lubricant level.
Farms, a few mile from
night.
If
inclement weather blame no one but themselves.
than at any other time.
The Baker contract calls for Morehead. The Cave Run
If you are the owner of a
Dam is
sends the temperatures plum- According to marina operators and service technicians brand new outboard, remem- the laying of a network of supply wxlected to be completed by late
and
drainage,
pipes;
construction
ber
breaking-in
that
pethe
most outboard trouble can
1972. Water from this lake will be
riod is important. Run the of roads after the area has been gravity fed into
be traced to owner neglect.
the hatchery
To insure trouble-free engine at about half throttle cleared; building of 84 ponds of proper
in a cooperative move
Every
few
hour.
first
the
for
boating, here's a checklist
one acre; 24 of one-tenth acre with the corps of Engineers.
The
prepared by specialists at minutes during this period, which will be used as
nursery hatchery will be built on a 200
throttle
slowly
open
to
the
Champion Spark Plug Comfull, hold it there for a min- stations, and three large ponds of acre plot of the 300 acres which
pany.
ute or so, then throttle back eight acres each in which brood the Department has purchased,
• Periodically check the
fish will be held. The layout will with 100 acres to be held
to half.
spark
plugs.
for
If
bas.
are
they
It was March in the Ozarks. waters to about 60 degrees,
By keeping an eye on that feature earthern dams with the future expansion of the hatchery:
ically
in
sound
condition,
The fish biologist was taking the crappies--uh, specks--get the
engine,
eliminate
can
you
a
clean and regap them. If they
temperature of shore waters, urge to spawn. And, they're easy are worn, replace them.
lot of needless headaches
It is
But no matter how conscienpeering into the shallows, and to catch then, as you know."
also a good idea to keep an
tious an owner may be about
making notes. Zeki, who lived
"Yep, know," replied Zekie. extra set of plugs on board
maintenance, he may experijust over the hill was watching, "I'm the first one to ketch 'em on for emergencies. And don't
ence hard starting at times,
intently.
this part of the lake. So, nuthin' forget a plug wrench.
due to overchoking. One
"What be you a -doing?" but warmer water is all they need • Breaker point. should be
cause of this malady is when
checked
at
time
the
a•
same
inquired Zekie.
to rile 'em up, hey? That gives
the engine is tilted up for
Left is LEON ANDRUS, club president, presenting the gun to
"Oh," smiled the biologist, me a crackerjack idea to git me the plugs. Make sure they are
trailering or launching.
Of all the woes that lurk 4. HEADLIGHTS — 1,055
in good condition and that
EARL WADE DARNELL.
"I'm keeping records on crop- some specks."
Extra fuel may enter the
In neglect for the motorist
tft
i rigoanp..is adjusted to speci•
defects or .66 per car.
carburetor,
good
it
a
so
is
pies. How early they begin to
"Like what?" ask the curious
on vacation, ignition prob- 5. TIRES — 922 defects or
disconnect
fuel
the
idea
to
lems top the list, according
make nests for spawning.
biologist.
• Ignition wiring that is
.58 per car.
tine whenever the engine is
to a study made by the Mis- 6. STEERING LINKAGE —
"Like gittin' me some oil cracked or broken is another
Talked with several wives of these 'cooriers' the past week. They're one of the first fish to get
not in use. Overcboking can
souri
Club,
Auto
of
1,603
cars.
with
402 defects or .25 per car.
it,
source
you
drums, fillirt"em with water,
know."
Trophies mean very little to the older men as most of them have a
of trouble. Check the
also result when the fuel
A break-down of the study
"Yep," replied Zekie,"I know. buildin' a whoopirl, fire under wiring for these trouble:
Evidence
den full already) but a trophy Ls very important to the young
from the extentank is exposed to the blisreveals these as the most
sive diagnostic checks as rebeginners. Most of the wives an all of the children prize the And there ain't no better eatin' 'ern, and lettin, that warm water makers and also make sure
tering sun which can build
critical
faults:
all
connections
are tight.
-.orcled above give strong
up enough pressure in the
trophies highly - and they don't mind admitting it. Our hat is off to fish than a speck. What makes ooze into this here shaller cut.
I. IGNITION — 1,500 de- proof that every
car has at
tank to override the float
That oughta bring them specks a- • Proper spark timing is a
you - and I'd love to remove that 'bonnet' from the head of one them want to.spawn?"
fects
or
.94
per
ear.
least one major fault .•. a
most if the engine is to
needle.
runnin', flat out.
2.
FRONT
Indian.
END
—
1,450
de.
Whaddya
fault that is probably in your
run efficiently. Check the set
"Mostly water temperature,"
By following these suggesfrets or .90 per car.
think?" he asked.
car . a fault that should be
against the recommendation
replied the biologist. "When the
tions -you'll not only have
3. BRAKES — 10354 defects corrected before- any
"You just flat might have in the owners manual.
vacaquick starts and smooth runsun's rays penetrate shallow
or .85 per car.
tion trip
TED and R.J.- Thank you for the courtesy extended to our boys.
something there," smiled the oe
•
heT
r hee
ning this season, but for
ritial
fuel system
syste
is snbays, like this one, and warm the
biologist.
many seasons to come.
ares. Make sure
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Good Boating Starts
With Tip-Top Engine
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DEAR WEAKENING: Here it is: Girls need to "prove
their love" thru illicit sex relations like a moose needs a
hatrack Why not "prove your love" by sticking your herd
in the oven and turning on the gas? Or playing leap-frog out
in traffic? It's about as safe. Any fellow who asks you to
"prove your love" is trying to take you for the biggest,
most gullible fool who ever walked. That proving bit is one
of the 44.44 sad rottenest lines ever invented!

Film On Birds.Shown At Meeting Of 4-H
Leaders; Mrs. Madrey Honored By Group

of and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Rainbow
fcentucky
Madrey.
Feathers" was the title of the
During the social hour, He.
the
at
shown
birds
film about
zesented a 1..s,atlem.
Gillum
...Enuat
to Mrs. Madrey in honor of the
Madrey, Mayfield Road, on
fifteen years of service she had
Mgoge4.4,
Friday, March 19, at seven
to the 9-H Club work.
given
o'clock in the evening.
Refreshments of cookies, nuts,
Showing the film was Paul
and punch, were served by Miss
Winstead of the Department of
Saturday, March 27
Karen Alexander, assisted by
was
He
Wildlife.
Fish and
The Methodist Men's Club of
Oury assisted by Jerry Maupin, also of Miss Kathleen Madrey.
Wendell
Captain
The
South Pleasant Grove United
Daughters of the the same department. The film
Methodist L'hurch will have a chapter of the
met in the explained the migration, habitat,
Ham and Bean Supper at the American Revolution
George and food for each specie of birds.
Mrs.
of
home
beautiful
church. Serving will start at five
13, at The film was most interesting
March
Saturday,
on
Hart
p.m. and a complete meal of
If _the meat around the
afternoon.
and educational. It stated that
$1.25. Homemade pie is also a two o'clock in the
regent, every corner in Kentucky is chicken hone looks reddish
Jones,
Leon
Mrs.
is
public
The
part of the menu
brown—even after cooking
opened the meeting with the serenaded by. the song of the --don't be concerned. It's
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flag.
protection
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great
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the
and
birds,
ritual
safe to eat according to
A very interesting report on has been for the,song birds, much
"The Crucible", Arthur Miller
USDA. The broiler-fryers
the
About
still remains to be stressed to tend to show this effect
play, will be presented the third "Little Known Facts
Families" careless bird lovers. The
because they're marketed
night at the Murray State Presidents And Their
Trickey, narrative said the time to save
young. The bone marrow
University auditorium at eight written by Katherine
1968
the species is while it is abun- has not fully hardened and
published in the February
p.m. Tickets are $1.50 each,
the red blood cells seep
DAR magazine, was presented dant.
Allbritten.
Four-H leaders, members, and into the surrounding meat.
The Alpha Department of the by Mrs. B. C.
The report included facts about friends were invited to view the causing a deep red or
Murray Woman's Club will have
Madison, known as the film since bird watching has brown color
James
its noon luncheon at the club
the Constitution"; become an enjoyable habit for
house. This will be an open "Father of
a Virginian, first many people.
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John
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Alice
Dr.
with
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ent
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House;
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man to
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r
your
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firstlegula
Taylor,
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Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Mrs.
president; Millard Fillmore, Cecil Like, Kirksey 4-H leaders; peel on, hut quarter the
Hart, and Miss Mildred Hatcher. be
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and serve it on your favor...lames
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only
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Mike McDonaldson,
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dressing. Delicious! In the
Grant,
bers; Mr. and Mrs. Hugh early 18th century, a BelgiCalloway County Country Club president; Ulysses S.
but
speeding,
Alexander, Mr. and Sirs. Thomas an priest who raised pears
for. members and their invited arrested for
James, Mrs. Dan Harrell, Mrs. called them the "butter
euests from eight to 11:30 p.m. charges not pressed.
Also included were Rutherford Gary Ray, Allan Grogan, Don fruit." It's still art excellent
Dress will be casual.
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known
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Fisher, Paul Winstead, Jerry description of this luscious
she
because
Lucy"
e
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County
oway
Murray-Call
Maupin, Miss Kathleen Madrey, fresh fruit.
of
Shrine Club will have a potluck refused to have any type
supper at the American Legion alcohol in the White House;
James Garfield, could write
Hall at 6:30 p.m.
Latin with one hand and Greek
The, monthly singing will be with the other, all at the same
held at Hardin Pentecostal time; Grover Cleveland, first and
in
. Church of God at 7:30 p.m. only president to be married
--,Featured singers will be from out the White House; Benjamin
Harrison, had first electric lights
,
wn.
4-to
installed in the White House;
Woodrow Wilson, last president
kaday, March 28
drawn carriage
The Calloisay County Singing to use the horse
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inaugurati
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for
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Convention wiftsbe held
refreshments were
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Delicious
Hart.
Church at 1:30 p.m. Au singers served by Mrs.
•
are
invited.
and listeners

Mrs. Atibriften
Presents Program
At DAR Meeting

Don't worry

Salad change

'Granny' talk
too much for him
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I have a mother-in-law problem, but not
the usual kind. She is not meddlesome, gossipy or anything
like that. She is practically perfect — or she was, until 18
months ago when her daughter [my wife] made a grandmother of her. Now, I realize that all grandmothers think
their grandchildren are the cutest, smartest, prettiest, etc.,
but ray mother-in-law has overdone it until I want to gag.
She carries dozens of pictures with her and shoves them
under everybody's nose _whether he is interested or not.
And, no one has a chance-to talk about anything else when
she's around It is positively nauseating. She bores everyone
to tears with her "granny" talk I have sat in a group
wanting to crawl under the carpet when she takes off about
"my" grandchild. The worst part of it is, she doesn't
realize how sickening it is to others.
How can I let this otherwise dear, sweet woman k8101V
that everyone is not as eager to listen to her "granny" talk
EMBARRASSED IN ATLANTA
as she is to spout it?
DEAR EMIIARRASSED: What's wrong with telling her?
DEAR ABBY: My boy friend has been after me to
prove my love. I tried to tell him what you said in an
article ebout this, but it didn't come out right. If you can
remember what you said, I would very much appreciate
seeing it in your column. I am 15. Sign me . .
"WEAKENING"

BEA Show of Leslie Wright,
Louisville, will open at the
Exhibition Hall, Fine Arts
Building, MSU, and continue
through April 10. No charge.

r.

Mr. and Mrs. Genie B. Adams
of Hazel Route Two will be
honored at a reception at the
Holiday Inn. Murray, froni three
to 5:30 p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Miss Joan Bragg
Honored At Coffee
At Knight Home

Does he love you? It doesn't sound like it. Someone who
loves you wants what is best for you. But now figure it out:
He wants you to surrender your virtue. Throw away your
self-respect. Risk the loss of your precious reputation. And
risk getting into trouble and hurting yourself and hurting
your family.
Does that sound as filo he wants what's best for you?
That's the laugh of the century: He wants what's best for
him . . . and he wants a thrill he can brag about at your
expense.
Love? Who's kidding whom? A boy who really loves a
sari would sooner cut off his right arm than hurt her. If you
want my opinion, this self-serving so-and-so has already
proved that he doesn't love you. [P. S. It wasn't an
"article," it was from my book, "Dear Teenager."I
DEAR ABBY: My husband 1111 call him Mel] is an
excellent dancer. Recently while we were attending a dinner-dance, an acquaintance, sitting at another table, sent a
note over to Mel requesting that he dance with his wife. Mel
danced with her.
Later on, another man came over and told Mel that his
wife was "dying" to dance with him. So Mel danced with
her.
The men who asked my husband to dance with their
wives did not ask me to dance, so while Mel was dancing I
was left sitting alone at our table. Do you care to
CRUSHED WALLFLOWER
comment?
DEAR CRUSHED: The men who recruited your husband
for their wives should have had the good manners to ask
you to dance. But since they didn't, your husband should
have suggested it. A gentleman does not leave his lady
sitting alone while he dances.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 11/700, Los Angeles,' Cal.
Ma. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.

ON SALE MONDAY, MARCH 29th
THE SEASON'S GREATEST FABRIC BUY!!
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100,000 YARD PURCHASE FROM FAMOUS MILL
REGULAR $1.99 YD. 100% COTTON 10-0Z.

Miss Joan Bragg of Adairsville,
Ga., bride-elect of Mike Smith,
was the honoree at a delightfully
planned coffee held on Saturday.
March 20, at ten o'clock in the
morning at the home of Mrs. Ed
Knight, Murray.

The gracious hostesses for the
The senior recital of Alan
Baker, Princeton,Trombone.will occasion were Mrs. Knight and
be held at the Recital Hall, Fine Mrs. Walton Stallons who were
Arts Building, MSU,at three p.m. assisted by Miss Linda Knight.
No charge.
For the event the honoree chose
to wear from her trousseau a
The BFA show of Leslie white lace knit dress. Her gift
Wright, Louisville, will open in corsage was made of useful
the Exhibition Hall of the Fine kitchen gadgets. Mrs. James
Arts Building, MSU,and continue Mack Bragg, mother of the bridethrough April 10. No charge.
elect, and Mrs. Leon Smith.
mother of the groom-elect, were
Monday. March 29
presented similar corsages.
Senior Show of Joe Ellen
Maskew, Murray, will open in the The honoree was the recipient
Kappa Pi Room, Fine Arts of many gifts for the kitchen
Building, MSU, and continue which were placed on a
through April 10. No charge.
mahogany table centered with a
bride doll. After the gifts were
The Dexter Homemakers Club opened, they were displayed on a
will have a country musical at the gold carpeted stairway.
Dexter Community Center
starting at six p.m. Burt Coody of
Winners of games played were
Lexington will be the guest -Miss Gayle Rogers, Mrs. Ben
speaker at eight p.m.
Grogan, and Mrs. Raphael Jones
who presented the prizes to the
Tuesday, March 30
honoree.
The Foundational Sunday
:School Class of the First Baptist Refreshments of coffee, Cokes,
-Church will meet at the home of and Danish were served by the
.Mrs. Rex Galloway, 1623 Sunset, hostesses
r
:at 7:30 p.m. Mrs. James Carlin
,will be the guest speaker.
Twenty persons were present
or sent gifts.
Sigm
Sigma
Sigma
The
alumni will meet at the horn. of
Junior and Senior Recitals of
Mrs. Joseph Rearoat at 7:30 p.m.
Charles Rose. Sheffield, Ala.,
trombone, and Clarence Riley,
- The Alumni Chapter of Alpha Mayfield, French Horn, will be at
Omicron Pi sority will meet at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
the home of Mrs George Oakley Building, MU,at eight p.m. No
at 730
chaige.

Lengths of
Sensational Special Mill Purchase of Spring's Favorite Sportswear Fabric! 2 to 10 yard Mill
fashion fabric for
First Quality, 10-oz. Denim in a large variety of colors. It's this season's most wanted
miss the
jeans, slacks, skirts, jumpers, tops, etc., and all at a mere fraction of regular mill cost Don't
Because of our low price, we can not mention the name of this famous
Sportswear Fabric Buy of the Year!
mill, but its America's largest manufacturer of fine quality Denim.

SAVE $1.22 ON EVERY YARD YOU BUY!
Quality, 10-oz. Weight Denim
• Machine Washable, Little or
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No Ironing
• Navy, Faded Blue, Red, Loden, Brown,
Ton, Off White
• 2 to 10 Yard Mill-Lengths, All 45" to
48" Wide
• Never Before Anywhere at This Low, Low Price.

Be there when the door opens Monday, 9:00 a.m. sharp
for the Sportswear Fabric Buy of the Season! Imagine,
Let Bl
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your to
Our o

yard! Come early for this Sensational Buy.
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Come Wash With Us
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
,entral Shopping Center
Murray. Kentucky
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first quality, cotton denim at savings of $1.22 on every
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Probation officer middle man to
society _,Arritilly- Lunn is 'the' man
by EMILY REDMON

According to Webster, in the

process of surgery, synthesie
rest for you"
at's best for
bout at your

—MlWRAY,

Is the reuniting of divided or separated structures.
With relation to the Department
of Corr ections, Probation and
Parole Officer Billy R. Lovett,
Benton, is a synthesizer of the
first order . . reuniting tht
parolee or probationer with society; bringing into focus tie
mental attitudes of home foil
with the raw-edged outlook co
the parolee or probationer;coaxtrig employers to take a risli
and personally bringing the mar
to the employer. He reaches for
whatever he can come up with tc
secure a base for the healthy future of people returning from an
Institution on parole, or probation from a court.
Lovett, 37, and native of the
Aurora community in Marshall
County, is married to the former
Louise Hamilton and has two
children. He speaks with quiet
dignity. The seriousness of bls
work fits like a tailored garment
that belies the short term of three
years with the department. Much
of Ms "reuniting" is done by allowing others to talk out their
problems. He listens.
Using this technique, Lovett
adheres strictly and naturally
to the basic purpose of his office:
to bring the institutionalized parolee back into society, and to
prevent the probationer from
reaching an institution. Eightyfive per cent of the persons with
whom he deals come into possession of some degree of a productive life. At least, that is the
ratio in this part of the state.
PROBATIONER OR PAROLEE
"There is a difference between
a probationer and a parolee,"
Lona said. The probationer is
a person convicted is a circuit
court but the sentence has been
deferred. The man is given an
opportunity to straighten up and
get everything in order. The parolee Is one who has served
tens in an institution and Is out,
trete, to make a go of It."
TEAM EFFORT
Much like the surgical team,
when it is successful in Its attempt at reuniting divided or
separated structures, the probation and parole officer must have
other people on his team. The
officer uses every means at his
disposal. The means begin with
Lovett himself. He is concerned.
"I take my work home with
me," he stated seriously. "I
ororry about them at night. We
are supposed to help them. Most
of the time the only ones you hear
about are the failures."
Beginning with himself, he
never .. never, uses the term
"jail" or "prison." He uses the
word "institution." The man has
been considered worthy of a
chance. The officer begins the
task of cushioning the shock,aiding in the acclimation and then
reaches out for others on the
team.
The officer knows that the Parole Board has evidence that the
man has an attitude, indicated by
his conduct while in the instituticin, to begin the operation back
into society. The officer takes
the judge's decision that the probationer should have the chance
rather than the institution.

before release is accomplished.
This one is for a fellow getting

"This is the most gratifying
part of the work," he said."Over
half-probably 85% of those in
part of the state make it."
He used for example, the story
of a young man paroledto him out
of another counts in the first
year of his term in office. "He
wouldn't work or hold a yob, but
he was the type who could get a
job anywhere he wanted to. He
was on close supervision. I had
to see him once a week. He grew
up without any family affection
and he would talk one or two
hours. After I released him from
close supervision to once a
month, he still came in once a
week. Then he married and settled down. The.), had a famay and
he started working regularly.
Now there are no problems. He
got on the right track."
The reuniting was good in this
instance. With concern, and team
work, most of them "make it."
Presently, the officer has 30
probationers and 15 parolees
under his jurisdiction. He serves
three counties, but men are paroled to him out of other counties since this area, fortunately,
does not have as many as some.
"We release some anti gain sortie
each week, but the total figure
stays around 45 all of the time."
ORGANIZATION ASSISTANCE
Along with personal concern,
and the admonition to "keep
busy," the officer advises many
of the men to seek help from the
mental health center. To others,
he recommends Alcoholics
Anonymous.
"We have a lot of fellows who
drink excessively. We insist on
them attending Alcoholics Anonymous, It Is held on Wednesday
night. Most of them give all kinds
of excuses, but we consider the
program to be very helpful."
A new federal funded program
has been announced to aid the
officer. The program will be involved with volunteers. The team
work gains momentum as the
work load grows.
REHABILITATION
It is a federal law that anybody
convicted of a felony is not allowed to have fire arms in their

possession.
He also forfeits other rights
"If a fellow gets the life sentence and spends the minimurr
time of six years in an institution and make parole, he is required to do 30 months on active
parole. He then is required to

HOW DOES YOUR

INCOME T
MEASURE UP

BOTH $
let BLOCK help you chop it FEDERAL
down to size, We'll put OUfAND
Selves in your sheet-and do
STATE
your tax return as if it were
our own, Our service is qukk,
inexpensive

LIFE

UP

GUARANTEE =tme=eememenommarser
We guarantee at c vrn,n p,epa roffon of every toe return. If
we wook• any errors that cost you any penalty or inform?,
nro Miliferz the penalty or .nterint

R

WEST VIOLA, Ky., March 25
- Kentucky State Police Post 1
here had an increase during 1970
tit More thin'double the riiimber
of reports of offenses of murder

the time.
"This is one of three employment agreements on my desk
now," Lovett explained. The
agreements are signed by the
employer. Definite arrangements
are made for a secure beginning

21 DAYS LEFT!

convenieet and
Try us for size!

Reports On Criminal Offenses'
Increase In Western Kentucky

EMPLOYMENT
The employer is an essential
man on the team.
When a man "makes parole,"
the department seeks employment. Agreements are sent out
from the department and probation officers attempt to find work
for them. They succeed 99% of

out Monday. I will go and get
him and go over his records,
explain regulations to him and
I'll take him to where he wW b•
working. We get everything lined
up for them."
What percentage make it?

131311LECIPCIFEco.

AMERICAS IARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
National Hotel Bldg.. Murray, Ky.. Ph. 753-9204
‘, a m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
9 a m.-5 p.m. Sat.
No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Officer Billy Imett
Parole and Probatioo Officer Billy R. Lovett works to reunite the parolee and probationer with society. Much of his
work with parolees and probationers is spent in securing a
base for the healthy future. Above, Lovett converses with
a relative of one of his charges.
have two years of good time after
being released from active parole. To get the life sentence
cancelled, he must gothrough the
procedure of having his civil
rights restored. If he is not successful, the sentence is holdover
him for his lifetime. He can be'
returned to the institution at any
time he commits an act of indiscretion."
The parole board has guidelines
for use on sentences.
If a man is in for life in six
years his case is reviewed. U
he is in for ten years, the case

billiORMOOIOMOOMOO1111110111111111111111111e 11111

,No luxury
in 3-room
suite
Family of ten
welcomes move
to Bronx flat

•

Is reviewed in one year. "I think
that we have a real good parole

system," Lovett said. However,
some just can't make it. Some
persons can't cope with responsibility anywhere."
FAILURE
When defeat cornea, as it must
in at least 15% of the cases, the
officer "cries a little." At least,
that was the way it appeared. No
real tears, just a deep hurt that
welled up and became evident.
It happened during our interview.
The phone rang. The sheriff
wanted the officer to come to his
office. One of his men had been
picked up for Questioning. "It
doesn't mean he is guilty, he explained. Parolees and probationers are questioned from time to
time if they were near when
crimes are committed. The officer goes and again, he listens.
Sometimes after everything tuts
been going well and good reports
have been sent regularly, something happens, he said. "When
a fellow is on probation and Ite
violates the terms, a report is
made to the judge and a hearing
is held. The judge takes into consideration the laws and the type
,rime committed, the fine or
sr '
sentence given, then makes his
decision regarding revocation of
probation," he said.
"Parolees are different," he
continued. "We must put all of
the information on forms provided for that purpose. It states
the crime, offense and fines paid
and other information and when
the parole board in Frankfort
reviews it, they determine if a
violation of parole has been committed. If it has, the parole board

Issues a warrant to have the subject returned to the institution and
the parole officer feels a bit of
defeat.
"In the three counties that I

have, I have carried 12 to 18
parolees on my case load all of
the time, along with the probationers. From July 1, 19/0 to
this date, we have had only two
parolees returned."
The law officials in this district cooperate with our department 100%. In my own personal
opinion, the reason our crime
rate Is so low is due to the fact
that our law officials are on the
ball. we are real fortunate to
have Judge Lasstter,Boyce Clayton and others. I think that they
are doing an outstanding job."
The Probation and Parole Office inky be reached at his Del
location on tne first floor Mine
courthouse almost any morning
and all of the day on Monday and
Tuesday. He serves Livingston
and Calloway counties on other
days.
"Except next Monday. I am
going to EddyvWe and pick up
a man and take him to meet an
employer who signed an agreemebt some time ago."
The cycle will begin again. He
will go over the man's records.
He will explain regulations in:
eluding curfews, etc. He will begin worrying about him at night.
While much of the world is busy
about other things, Billy R. Lovett, is performing the miracle in

correction sulkery. Call it sf.
thesis-call it reuniting of separate structures, but rail it suecessful in 85c" of the time wine'
It applies to the work of this of
firer in our community.
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NEW YORK (UPI): An
9849.a -m onth three-room
suite In an upper we side
Manhattan
hotel
sounds
like luxury, but not to Mr.
and Mrs. Anibal Martinez
and their children
The Martinez couple and
their six young children
were glad to get away from
the Kimberly Hotel to a
five-room 5116-a-month flat
in the Bronx
The Martinezes had been
one of 1100 families on
welfare placed in hotels because of the lack of lowcost housing. Martinez
makes $101 a week working in a department store
They were the first family to be moved from hotel
quarters to an apartment
under a city housing plar
to
remove
all
welfare
clients in hotels to public
housing. The city's housing
authority
announced
the
plan March 9.
Their hotel suite had fly
paper hanging in the bathroom and the kitchenet.
The suite allegedly was invaded by mice, which terrified some of the Children
who thought they were
rats.
There were only three
beds available for the eight
members of the family
Mrs Martinez, 26, said,
-There's too much going on
in this hotel. I'm glad I'm
getting out of here."
She said her children
had lost weight, had suffered from nightmares and
she had been afraid to let
them play in the halls of
the .15-story hotel, especially since the child of another welfare family fell to his
death down an elevator
shaft there -about a month
ago.

Legal aid
to poor
proposed
WASHINGTON (UPI): A
bipartisan group of 95 congressmen has called for
creation of a government
corporation
financed
to
'provide legal aid to the
poor without fear of interference by any public official
The sponsors made it
clear the proposed nonp r of i t corporation was
aimed at actions such as
California Gov Ronald Reagan's recent veto of a legal aid program backed by
the Office of Economic Opportunity (0E01.
Congress would be asked
to appropriate $140 million
in the first year to finance
the corporation.
Sen. Walter F. Mondale
(D , Minn said the corporation was needed because
threats to the independence of the progtam had
been triggered by the very
success of 0E0-funded lawyers in representing the
poor.

14151 CONFERENCE —Joseph Fielding Smith, president of the Latter - Day
: Saints (Mormon) Church
. who will be 95 July 19,
will preside at the 141st
annual general- Conference
of the church in Salt Lake
City, Utah, April 3, 4 and
E. This year the conference
will be beamed to many
countries by satellite, and
carried by a network of
300 radio and TV stations.
-laIEW ACQUISITION
TORONTO 1UPI i-Mr. and
Mrs. John Aiken announced the
birth of their son in the Toronto
Star's births columns Thursday
in the form of an industrial
press release.
This marks the conclusion of
John's winter works project,"
read the announcement. "After
successfully indulging in the
planning and _design stages, he
left the labor negotiations to his
wife Lois."
MILITARY HAIR BAN
VIENNA (UPI -Defense Minister Max Luetgendorf, in an
order effective immediately,
today banned `Ieminine looking" hair, drooping mustaches,
handlebar mustaches and all
beards from the Austria army.

and non-negligent manslaughter
as compared to 1969 in the 11county area it serves.
The post's 1969-70 crime statistics report listed the number
of murders and non-negligent
manslaughters in 1969 at 13
while listing the total for 1970
at 29. In 1969, nine persons were
arrested on these charges while
the number for 1970 was eight.
The most frequent offense listed in the statistics report is
breaking and entering. The total
of this offense decreased from
99 in 1969 to 90 during the 1970
period. Arrests for breaking and
entering dropped from 65 in 1969
to 25 in 1970.
The second most frequent offense for both years was auto

197B-11; aggravated
assault,
1969-13, 1970-9; other assaults,
1989-14, 1970-7: escapee, 19139-10,
1970*- unlawful wansportattorr
of liquor, 1969-7, 1970-6; unlawful sale of liquor, 1969-8, 19743;
Arson, 1969-7, 1970-1: Army
and Navy desertion, 1969-4, 19702; fraudulent checks, 1969-4,
1970-1; gambling, 1969-3. 1970-0;
rape, 1969-2, 1970-1; involuntary
manslaughter, 1969-1, 19740; and

possession of stoten WPM/.
1969-2, 1970-0
Offenses which totaled the
same In bottrritIMIFAIVie CotO•
version with one occurence in
1969 and 1970 and shooting, with
two offenses listed each year.
A total of 346 non-traffic violations were pied for the 1969
period while the total figure for
1970 was lowered to 324
The report did not include reports of traffic violations.

ANOTHER AFTERSHOCK
in some parts of the San
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—A Fernando Valley.
slight earthquake registering Spokesmen at the CAI Tech
3.7 on the Richter scale jolted Seismological Laboratory said
the Los Angeles area Thursday the jolt was one of a series of
afternoon, rattling windows and more than 200 aftershocks from
knocking out electricity briefly the destructive Feb.

theft. A decrease from 64 offenses with 32 arrests in 1969 to 45
offenses with 28 arrests is listed
in the report.
Other offenses which increased
over the previous year wkre carrying a concealed deadly weapon, 1969-0, 1970-8; drawing a
deadly weapon, 1969-0, 1970-3;
narcotic law violations, 1969-3,
1970-9; sex crimes other than
rape, 7969-4, 1970-9; robbery,
1969-5, 1970-8; receiving stolen
property, 1969-1, 1970-2; and disturbing the peace, 1969-0, 19741.
Other offenses which decreased from the total during
the 1969 -period were grand larceny, 1989-41, 1970-33; disorderly
condaciN1989411, 1970-14; petit
larceny, /909-17s, 1970-14; unlawful possession of liquot, 1909-15,

15 HOURS IN FOE'S TERRITORY—Rescued after their
F4 Phantom jetfighter was shot down by SAM missiles
in North Vietnamese territory, Maj.,,Ftobert L Cubberly (left), 33, Bowling Green Ohio, peps a champagne
cork and, Maj. Robert D. Priest, 3$, &Wishes a big smile
in Da Nang, South Vietnam. They spent 15 hours in
enemy territory.
(Radiophoto)

Violinist Defects To U.S. Thursday
DETROIT (UPI -A Polish
violinist who "didn't care for
the kind of government" in
Poland has defected to the
United States and asked for
political asyhim, immigration
officials said Thursday.

then drove to New York March immigration authorities.
16 and checked into the Salturelli said Gabryel told -had no desire to reside there.Now, of course, because he took
Wellington Hotel to await the him "he Was opposed to
the this step, he fears he would
be
return of the troupe from its Communist government
and imprisoned if he returned."
final performance in Hartford,
Conn., last Sunday.

At 5 a.m. Monday, the
With the help of Jriends and Gabryelskis called Gabryel at
atives here, Rysietd Ga- his hotel room. Leaving his
bryel, 21. left the Mazowsze luggage and 150-year-old violin
Dance Troupe just before it behind, he met them in the
departed from New York for hotel lobby
Poland and was brought to a
"We almost ran to the car
Detroit suburb until arrangeand drove off right away. We
a
rsyn
ne ium
ts could be made for
drove straight to Detroit with

stops only for gas and a bite to
News, in a
Armand J. Salturelli, deputy eat," The Detroit
director of the Immigration and copyrighted story, quoted Mrs.
Naturalization Service in De- Knight.
troit,'said Gabryel was granted After an anxious day .of
a work permit late Wednesday. hiding at the Gabryelski home,
State Department sources in they called Miss Gibaratz for
Washington said Gabryel's re- help. She called a friend at the
quest for permanent resident Detroit News and the newspastatus would be considered.
per arranged a meeting with
Miss Irene Gibaratz, an
elementary school teacher who
assisted Gabryel in the defection, told United Press International s.17
t
youlg Pole wanted
out of Poland for "political
reasons"
"He doesn't care for the kind
of government there," Miss
Gibaratz said. ''The freedoms
we have here is what he likes."
The defection is a story of
clandestine meetings and quiet
Planning between Gabryel, his
rousins-Anthoni
and
Mary
Csabryelski of suburban SouthLtate—and Miss Gibaratz.
Gabryel wrote his cousins
when he discovered the Mazowsze dancers scheduled performances in Lansing. Mich.,
and Detroit on an eight-week
tour of the United States and
C
Canada following a to-week
w
enat
ti
New York's
12a
g e n Hall
Carnegie
Mr. and Mrs Gahryelski and
their daughter, Theresa Knight.
rnet Gabryel in Detroit for
dinner and planned the defec'ion for Lansing. This plan had
) be scrapped when the
lancers canceled an overnight
stay and went straight to
Canada following- the performance.
Mrs. Knight and her parents
MILK RACE .
MONTEREY. Calif. (UPI)—A
()last Guardsman who claims
lite world record for chug-au...tirig a quart bf milk
lefeated an Army challenger
ny one- enth of a secOnd
Wednesday.
Seaway George Busby, 18, of
Louis, Mo., crewman on the
i'apt' Wash, quaffed a quart in
m144111:4 on Monday. That
'tippled the 13.3-second mark
, 41.,teil by tIn• Guinness Book
Peter. New -ofdii•-ow,et.., Vol kshire,a4En.

Now Open!
-xxx-x-x-

Come Wash With Us

HIGHLANDER CENTER
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

*******************

Drycleaning

SPECIALS!
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesciay, March 29,March 30, March 31

TRY OUIt
STA-DRI
WATER
REPELLENT
week long

Shirt
Special
Laundered to Perfectio

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
. 8. •.
M.. .•• • •

alb

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP
WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p4n.

ft
FoRsloos
on nangers with any
drycleaning order.
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"Fighter For People" Is
Slogan of Wendell Ford

SATURDAY-MARCH 27, 1971
Use plastic lids from coffee No_nwedio-ele6ost the whole
-Wien you need only a
cans to freeze hamburger pa
ew patties; they come apart
ties. Place one patty on
lid, stack the lids us top of easily,_imeyer National Family
each other, and slip the whole Opinion Inc., which passes the
stacle--iiiitii a plastic bag. Seal hint on from a homemaker
tie bag andattare in freezer. consultant.

TIMEs - %1IRRAY, KENTUCKN

Service
iggest

Problem

CELEBRATE

Wendell Ford in profile is many years. Today the portritsmelt
triumphs
men. To people he meets for the the threshold of new
youthhid
and
ideas
the
because
of
541 DAVID W. MUTE
first time he is a warm and
by W
- 1Wir
. tgrOirR11. 7
•
friendly guy'with a grnile and image brought to tt
Ford.
SIMS lb MOW his
- firm handshake.
are born at
111116111111 once the
To his family he Is a devoted Ideas, it is said,
earned
se.
must
be
but
mind,
litigr wheals has been
father, at times perhaps stern.
Hwy. 6C So.
willed men
ind he'll probably say
but a man who always calls home action by strong
fruit of ac- -sem-ice."
each night when he is away to they are to bear the
There are thousands of auto
find out how his wife, Jean, is. He complishments
of public service.
who feel Detroit ignores
asks about Steve, an honor In his years
-yeller creek"
once it closes a sale.
student and athlete. In June, he the kid from
ideas The land, be The Big Three auto compawill give away his only daughter, developed
not be devastated by nies finally have closed ranks
should
feels,
„Shirley, in marriage.
mining when it is .possible to do something about this
To his staff he 15 dedicated and strip
Served Each Sunday
it and make it useful. growing discontent. Chrysler
'demanding, a leader who is able to reclaim
blow a mountain recently embarked on a person11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
-Once
you
to elicit that extra effort.
is impossible to put it to-person campaign to receive
But more than anything else. apart. it
Including
Drink, Dessert & Tax
together", he says. It's the customer complaints and try to
Wendell Ford is ideas and bick
theory.
hurnpty-chunpty
1'2 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
resolve them.
compassion for people. From this old
Waste, bureacracy, red tape
Your Man In Detroit'
his campaign slogan, "Fighter
MOON
ROVER
TESTED
STATIC-Making
FOR
sure the electrical and electric gear
Please the entire family.. Bring them to the
and items which have given Ford started last fall by
for People," was born.
on board the Lunar Roving Vehicle does not cause static in the television and
sore eye in the inviting dissatisfied customers
government
a
simple.
He
communications systems, technicians test the Rover at the Manned Spacecraft
His background is
restaurant where dining is a pleasure. Excellent
public's view. Wendell Ford has to write to corporate headquarCenter, Houston, Tex. Apollo 15 astronauts will ride the Rover on the Moon in
was raised near Owensboro on a
curtail ters in Dearborn in a campaign
can
he
food, fine service homey atmosphere! Make it a
maybe
that
idea
an
July. The technician at the right is adjusting the color TV camera
farm in Daviess County, a kid
of this. It has been possible which used as a theme "We
some
says,
and
creek,"
he
"yeller
front
Sunday habit
governor to reorganize state Listen Better." General Motors
attended high school, went into for a
years. recently opened a toll-free
past
10
the
government
for
Dial 753.5986 for Reservations for Your
the Army at the close of World
lives in one of the newly annexed
none has done so.
telephone line from the Chicago
War II, and became a Yet
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
try to combine some area to its Detroit headquarters
1:862.1kiertiliOT
area of Murray-he may find that
businessman. His drive led him "Why not
Kenthat
so
the
agencies
attempts
to
vote
in
these
when
he
of
phone
could
so customers
into Jaycee work at a time when
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET - - - • 1.65
'c.oming election, he will, indeed,
tuckians only have to go to one complaints.
the post-war boom was creating a
(Including Drink and Tax)
Editor:
Dear
of
instead
an answer,
be-prevented from doing so,
But Chrysler's campaign has
new breed of young businessmen. place for
hills
of
the
down
up
and
Warding
face
and
puts
a
difference.
It
a
He quickly was elected
Yesterday I had a very brief
yertification of registration
returning a name in front of the NEW YORK (UPI)-"The
Owensboro Jaycee President, Frankfort and then
asks.
handed?",
he
corporation so the customer stock market's actions during conversation with Mr. Marvin may be done by telephone.
then state, then national and home empty
Why wait for Congress to send can comrnunicate with live recent weeks have generated Harris, Court Clerk, concerning
international
vice
finally
back to the states to aid flesh instead of a computer. some of the most exciting voter registration for the
money
president. At the age of 35 the
residents of the City of Murray. Sincerely,
telephone rang one morning and local governments. Why initiate a The company calls him "your opportunities to come along in
Gordon J. Loberger
state revenur sharing plan to man in detroit," and he is many months," according to He informed me that as a result
he was called to Frankfort.
of recent annexations, boundary
local
bankrupt
nearly
our
save
president
Byron Nichols, vice
the Putnam Management Co.
On the other end of that line
changes have been made in
Inc. The company says alwas the man who is now running governments? Wendell Ford for consumer affairs.
various voting precincts.
Chrysler's plan, tested in a though prices have advanced
against him for the Democratic wants to do this.
other
areas-crime,
There
are
Cleveland
the
pilot program in
strongly, the market remains
nomination for governor in the
In addition, he informed me
education. He area, includes channeling of all undervalued. "We are only th
May 25 primary. He served as health, pollution,
that he was very much afraid
won't
Maybe
they
consumer complaints and sug- the first stages of a good solid
Bert Combs' chief aid for two has ideas.
that his office would not be able to
Simply spread Scotts HALTS PLUS. It forms an
years and as he says,"I believe I work and he'll have to try gestions through Nichols, whose bull market that should extend
many,
of
inform
the
- voters
who
Wirtarktiocks
Wendell
barrier that
else.
But
invisible
something
.ctia.oneling .af. _.4tU consumer well- into next--yeae-41
'--Putnam
gleaned from hiln those good
have been affected by the
off crabgrass as it sprouts.
-Waldies."Bidi1iis1ither; I I believes his ideas are complaints and 'suggestions believes:
changes. As a result, unless a
Halts Plus full-fertilizes your
a former state senator, passed worthwhile and he wants the through Nichols, whose staff
person checks his voter
into
put
them
opportunity
to
away
and he returned to
sorts them out as to type, then A major slide is not likely to
lawn
at the same time. Saves
registration-especially
if he
funnels them to the proper develop until money becomes
Owensboro to run the family fruitful action.
effort. . . and montime,
you
Compassion. It is a simple departments.
insurance business with his
ight again, when bonds fall
ey
too.
says,
"Do
unto
work,
The
BIBLE
dealer
brother and best friend, Reyburn.
From there, the local
persistently and when WashingBut the intrigue, the ex- others as you would have them do or company regional office is on starts worrying about
would
contacted to make an appoint- nflation, the Indicator Digest
citement, the ability to ac- unto you." Wendell Ford
complish goals, wooed Wendell like to dok for Kentuckians what ment for the customer to bring says. Although the newsletter
2,500 sq ft (1 1 lbs) _3.95- 6.35
Ford back. In 1965 he ran against he would-Witit them to do for him his car to the dealer for says exact timing cannot be
5,000 sq ft(22 lbs)J..445-11.95
the then Majority Floor Leader were they governor. Compassion inspection and repair of what is predicted, it does feel a
IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD,
of the state Senate and in a cliff- means working )8 hours a day wrong.
rrection. f"itn't too likely to
1V1TN US
Follow-Up Action
hanger, defeated him. In 1967 he seven days a week and more to
ppen for many months- and
•
•Aloft
ran for Lieutenant Governor, make sure there is quality
The program is designed, to possibly not(until after next
are
education,
make
sure
there
defeating the then Attorney
get action for the customer year's e tiOn."
retailer
authorized
General of Kentucky by just over jobs, make sure the elderly are within three to seven days.
cared
for,
make
sure
the
properly
done,
Op
program
600 votes. Another heart stopper.
After that is
The marAt appears to be
But he won. He has always won. air is clean and the water is pure, provides for a follow-up by the ready for "an interim reaction,
sure
the
juture
is
and
to
make
What he won was a beginning.
company. The customer is but not for a major price
In addition to the duties of secure for young Kentuckiams asked whether his complaint decline,"
Wright Investors'
Phone 753-1227
Lieutenant Governor-presiding and those yet unborn.
12th & Poplar
has been handled and if he is Service says. But the company
Wendell
Ford
has
a
stake
in
over the Senate, serving on the
satisfied.
says the "record-breaking upTurnpike Authority, the Property Kentucky-Jean, Shirley and
If not, another appointment is side volume" provides strong
and Buildings Commission, and Steve. And You.
made for the dealer handling reassurance that the bull
27
Wendell Ford in profile is the problem. If that doesn't
other agencies-Wendell Ford
market will eventually be
IF I WERE ,f0t) SCHROEDER,AND
1HATI5 Ali IDEA..
SJME PEXI.E
moved quickly to correct the Kentucky.
clear the problem, the custo- resumed. "Fundamental), the
THERE l445 SOMETHING I WAIT()
Fi70 IT DIFFICULT
chaos brought on by the Combsmer will be sent to another stock market is not yet
It 54.1/ TV A CERTAIN SOMEBODY,
70 PUT THEIR
i
Paid
Political
I'D SAY IT WITH AUSIC .
FEELINE6
Breathitt Administrations. For
dealer until the complaint is excessively priced - although
Advertisement)
WORE'S
the first time in 20 years, the
resolved
some quality stocks are no*
Democratic Party has lost the
John Ricardo, Chrysler pres- somewhat
above
attractive
'governorship to the GOP.
ident, says his main interest in buying range," Wright adds.
In 1968, he opened the doors to
the program is in "reaching
I.
3,000 Young Democrats by
those customers who, when
41-01m.
1
b1
having the party rules changed,
they are dissatisfied, don't
now, Democrats 35 years of age Federal State
complain but just leave the Opportunities Still exist, "hut
Market Neiy.
or less hold key' positions on the Service
company and buy other pro- each passing day diminishes Nancy
the possibility for what we
precinct, county and state level.
•k*Wednesday March 24 Mayfield, ducts.•' He figures there are consider substantial gains,/
THAT BUMP SURE
,a- A- on..
'
I WONDER IP
Seven Young Democrats and the Kentucky.
more of this type than there
Filor,
Bullard
GivES IT A
dt
THIS
REALLY
IS
Smyth
bepresident of the Kentucky Young Farmers
complainers. "We loss
are
Livestock Market
I BOUGHT YOU
CAMEL SKIN
CAMEL LOOK
Democrats serve as full voting Livestock
said lieves The company says blue
that
way,"
customers
weighed on arrival
A, CAP-- ITS MADE
chips may see a near term
members of the State Central
Ricardo.
correction but should reach
OF NATURAL
Executive committee.
Cattle this week 760
/
steady to .50 higher, feeder steers higher levels for the balance of CAMEL SKIN
More than $50,000 in debt, Calves this week 60
*
and
heifers
full
.50
higher.
1971 It adds that the market
we***
Wendell Ford bailed the party out Compared to last week:
Slaughter Cows: Utility 12.00- seems to be correcting itself
4
and provided more than 820,000 Slaughter cows, calves and
446
I
I
11--1
for operations in the past three vealers steady, slaughter, bulls 23.50 with high yielding in- "on a rotating basis- and
BALL
,51
dividuals up to 24.00, Cutter 19.00- continued heavy selling by odd.
PARK
12.00, Canner 17.00-19.00.
otters -seems to forecast
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over higher prices over the longer
1===et
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
A=a
llt
1000 lbs. 24.00-26.75 with a high term."
+wow /
GUM
1230
DOOM
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44.
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4.61.-17
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UMO 0003M MOM yielding individual up to 28.00.
5 Close
000000 MOMOME
1 Residue
Slaughter Calves and Vealers:
6 Fruit cake
6 Plague
MOO MOMUO
Choice 180-240 lbs , ve_alers 41.007 (tater retct
Hospital Report
11 Meager
=OM
MOO
MOOS
8 Near
46.00, mixed good and choice
13 intractable
000
MOM
MOMMO
person
9 Sarcasm
36.00-41.00, choice 240-350 lbs, March 24,1971
00 OMM 000
NI-NO FEIZTILILEZ
)
,
W1--tAT
14 Symbol for
10 Wear away
PIP-OAAIGE.
CICX4'T VVOICZSZY,
MOOMO MOM MMO calves 36.0441.00, mixed good ADULTS 107
tantalum
THAT
12 Former
ONENNE
I'LL
16 Expulsions
OMOM U00 SO= and choice 33.00-38.00.
Russian
MING t*,
NURSERY 6
11 Preposrhor
WATER -YOU EVEIZY
OOMMD OMO
ruler
18 Greek letter
OOMOMM
MMMOMM
13 Railroad car
20 Blemish
BOO OOOM1 000
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)
v.
21 Free of
16 Bound
• :'*,*
0010 OO9M0 QUM
Feeder Steers: High choice
22 Rkeeet
GR-(3‘61:
19 Desires with
NEWBORN
ADMISSION
24 Ceinneon
and prime 250-300 lbs. 43.00-46.00. Baby Girl Morris
eagerness
25 Withered
(Mrs'.
/
21 Buys back
34 Rebb4
Choice 250-300 lbs. 40.00-43.00, Brenda Morris), Rt. 1,
26 Sfecli
44 Plaleassiv•
Far4/N<
23 Musical
28 Determine
36 Rented
rhoire
304500
lbs.
3700-4000
with
sounds
mington.
30 Arrcre poison
37 Pertarnwig to
a few high choice 304350 lbs. up
32 Evaluate
taebewee
25 Location.
punishment
UP—
33 Pertaining to
27 Number
to
42.50,
mixed Good and Choice
39 Alight
DISMISSALS
Franco
V
)11
29 Vehicle
41 Prif hers
304500 lbs. 34.00-37.00,500700 lbs. Corbett Boone Hiner, Rt. 4 Box
Si =tee
35 Walk
31 Reverberations 43 Soanish tor
f"
rs
4Pilb
suds
31
unsteadily
00-34.00,
Good
'300500
lbs.
WC, Golconda, Ill, Eugene
33 Last act
53 Pretement
_,..eso •
37 Baker's
Ors
31 00-34.00,500700 lbs. 28.00-31.00, Herman Geurin, 503 N.
Atm. II-1?
16th, •no owe how lyres Ow
products
•
Feeder
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Choice
250-300
Murray,
Mrs.
Odessa
Man's
M.
38
fhs. 34.00-36.50, Choice 300-500 McKinney Rt. 4, Murray, John
nic knaroe
Abner
40 Pintail duck
lba.31.00-34.00, 504700 lbs., 28.00- Daniel Houston, Box 116 Springer,
ill
16
42 Abstract being
31.00, mixed good and choice 304 Hall, Murray, Mrs.
En'
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AN -111114$1110ei-3
431h.
500 lbs. 26.00-31.00, 500-700 lbs. Sanders, Rt. 3, Murray,
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Pentateuch
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25.00-28.00,
lbs.
25.0°good
300-500
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TN'
(vILACEf7
Carpenter's
46
Anthony Riley, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
22
28.00, 500-700 lbs.23.00-25.00.
tool
MIMI
Aubrey Orlin Woods, Rt, 5,
46 A c ontinent
F".
Murray, Mrs. Lela Taylor, 620.
(abbr.)
Broad Ext., Murray. Claude
47 Smoothed the
Living Polkybeltiers
leathers of
Myers.Box 5, Murray, Mrs May
Receive $9.3 Billies
49 Compass point
Virginia Brununett, 300 N 8th,
50 Partners
Lite insurance) companies paid Murray, Baby Boy Mitchuson,
52 Part of
719018 $111 billion to living policybureau
44 90.d 4S
holders In the United states in
54 inclines
The 19711 topiiiI itti
$3.3
1970.
55 Wolter
46
billion in policy dividends Mil
slim
rehodes
near bilMon in cash value
This was nil increase
payments,
3)
$550 million, or, more than 6 9955 million in matured endowDOWN
cora_
per cent over ths previous year, ments and $220 million In db.
T
I Showy Now*,
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Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET

$2.50

Wall Street
Chatter

MURRAY MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

Here's how to
prevent crabgrass
...and save 20%

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE

S'''cotr.

Starks Hardware

Phone 753-9161

4
4
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Federal State
Market Report
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'frost the whole
ou need only a
hey conic apart
krational Family
which passes the
a homemaker

ISEAK71011LINNVILLE SHOE Store just
received a large snipment of
women's and children's spring
shoes. Also have bags to match.
All the latest colors. All famous
name brands. Latest spring boots
arriving daily. All low discount
prices. Open from 9:00 a.m. -6:30
p.m., six days a week, Sundays
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
M31

urant

FET
P.M.

USED COLOR console TV,
$175.00. Leach's Music & TV.
Dixieland Center. Phone 7537575.
M27C

& Tax
them to the
Excellent
Make it a
s for Your
ets, etc.
.65

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
SEVERAL
GOOD USED
COLOR
TELEVISIONS

THREE BEDROOM brick house,
two baths. Possession April 1.
Phone 753-2987.
M29(

Also . . . BIG
STEREO SALE
ON NOW!!

TV Service Center

TWO STORY house with two car
garage, across from new high
school on JahamiL Blvd. Four
bedrooms,2/
1
2baths,living room,
dining room, kitchen with builtins, large den with fire-place.
Phone 753-3058.
M30C
300 ACRES, cattle and grain,
creek, three ponds, 4 springs, 2
wells and public water line. Good
house and fair barns. Approximately 1400 feet frontage on
West 94 Highway.
143 ACRES, 112 tillable, corn
cotton and tobacco base. Two
barns, two ponds, well and two
Springs. No dwelling. On state
line Road, I li mile to blacktop.
83 ACRES, 60 tillable, creek
forms one boundary. Four room
home and bath, barn and other
buildings. Three miles to village,
12 to Murray.
United Farm Agency, phone 7535067.
M27C

CUB TRACTOR; mower, plow,
Central
disc and cultivator. New paint
• job. Phone Clinton 653-6201, after
Shopping Center
• 5:00p.m.
M3OP
Phone 753-5865
,...
f- AKC
REGISTERED
Toy TWO REGISTERED Polled
Poodles, white, eight weeks old.
Hereford bulls. Lamplighter
Phone 753-8552 after 5:00 pro.
blood line and over a year old.
M27C ...
._
See Hewlett Cooper or call 7533336 after 5:00.
M29I
..SOLID
STATE
stereo
7-- phonograph,
walnut
base
f,plexiglass cover, $75.00. Solid FIVE REGISTERED Jersey
. ;state FM converter for car radio, cows. 10 grade Jersey. One PTO
,:$25.00. 753-4806.
M27C grass seeder. Phone 4355285.
:
M29P THREE BEDROOM house, with
two baths. Can be used as two
ZENITH PORTABLE television apartments. Phone 753M30C
with stand, 6 months old. See at 2588.

I

-ANTENNAS
and

TOWERS
at .
irms an
knocks
prouts.
es your
. Saves
d moo-

IIIHOLESAll PRICES
- Expirt Repair
. on Color and
Black & White
Televisions
All Brands

6.35
1 1.95

are

753-1227

j$V0

TV Service Center
Central
Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

Shady Oaks Trailer Park;
Trailer 53 after 5:00 p.m. M29P ABSOLUTELY MUST sell three
bedroom brick on 34. acres.
1969 HONDA Scratnbler, 350 cc, $16,000.00 asking price. Any
$400.00. Also Mec 600 Junior reasonable offer will be accepted.
reloade_r,$60.00. Phone 436.-.--Phone 436-2458.
A2N 0
5872.
M27WIC
NOTICE

GOOD USED couch and chair,
also mattress and springs. Phone
753-5942 after 2:00 p.m.
M271

SPAM
tense to

AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies. Phone 4365841.
M27P

POT
UP
Hughes Paint
Store

REGISTERED
TENNF-SSEE
Walking Mare in foal to racking
horse, good pleasure horse,
gentle for anyone. Phone 753-9050
unt I 5:00 p.ic. or 753-1348. M27C

401 Maple St. n 1834642
TWO
USED
but
like
new
tillers,
MUST SELL immediately
(moving) 18,000 BTU air- one 22 inch power mower, one
SERVICES OFFERED
conditioner, used only one good 6 HP riding mower. See at
summer. Admiral refrigerator. Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply, 210 RAILROAD WELDING and
M27C wrought iron shop. East Maple
Five piece living room suite, used East Main.
only four months. 8 track stereo
Street, across from Murray
tape player, plus speakers. HAVE YOUR own trouble free Lumber Co., owned by Dan
TV tower with U.H.F.+V.H.F. Hutson, operated by
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
Bandi.
arid F.M. stereo. Jerry's TV and Phone 753-1933,
M3OP
APRIL7(
Tower installation, Box 239,
Mayfield. Days, 247-7410 or
FOR ALL your home alterations
THIRTEEN BEEF Cows, four nights, 247-8099.
M31C repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
with calves. Phone 435-4872 or
old. Free estimates. Call 753492-8218.
M27P
6123.
BANJO'S PIANO'S, dr
March 29NC
GUITAR'S on Sale
REGISTERED POINTERS and
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
WILL DO baby sitting in my
Setters from champion and
Dixieland Shopping
home or yours, daytime only.
National champion stock. Ages 8
Center
Also will do light housework.
weeks and up. Phone 753-5169 or
Phone 492-8190.
492-8607 after 5:00 p.m.
M27(
M27
57 WD 45 Allis Chalmers, 3-16
inch breaking plows, 10 foot
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from wheel disc.
Phone 489-2434 after All work
guaranteed. Free
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy 3:30
p." .
M27P pickup and delivery.
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
Free
estimate. Antique or natural
Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, EARLY
AMERICAN hide-a-way finish. Jerry
McCoy,753complete with fish, (cheap). bed, wing
back, black vinyl
March 31C
Phone 753-1862.
Apri122C upholstery, excellent condition, 3045.
$100.00. Also Ethan Allen Early
HELP WANTED
MILLIONS OF rugs have been American hard rock maple table
MATURE
WOMAN for percleaned with Blue Luster. It's and four chairs, $150.00. Chrome
America's finest. Rent electric breakfast set with four vinyl back manent position. Sales expetielice desired. Send resume
shampooer $1.00. Big K.
M27( chairs,$35.00. Phone 7531310.
M27C arid salary expected to P.O. Box
32N, Murray, Ky.
1968 MOBILE Home. AirM27(
conditioned and house carpet FULL SIZE bed with foam
throughout. In excellent shape mattress and box springs, $60.00. EARN MONEY at home. Full or
and perfect for small family. Brown Early American rocker part time. For details send self
with maple trim, $40.00. Phone addressed envelop-stamped and
Better than renting.Phone 753753-8031.
M27C ,25c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept
6737 after 5:00 p.m.
M29
A-IM. Post Office Box 278.
IT'S INEXPENSIVE to clean Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
M29(
FOUR FULL blooded German
Shepherd puppies, 120.00 each. rugs and upholstery with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer WANTED AT Once; Trainee for
Phone 474-V86.
M27C
$1. Western Auto, "Home of The management; inside position,
Wishing Well."
M27C with or without a college degree.
Salary while training $425.00 a
PENTA TREATED lumber. month. Jobs Unlimited EmResistant to rot and termites. ployment Agency. 1627 BroadIdeal for boat docks and any way,Paducah,Ky.,442weather exposed uses. Murray 8161.
M30C
SAVE $40-$45 on all frostless Lumber Co., Maple Street,
EXPERIENCED COOK; must
1
Refrigerator with big 153-lb. Murray, Ky.
be neat, efficient and have good
Freezer. Separate cold con14 ft aluminum john boat, 5 horse, references. Good working controls for each section.
ditions. Afternoon shift, full time
SAVE $40-$45 on Warming 1952 model. Johnson motor.
work. No phone calls. Apply
$150.00.
Phone
753-6626
after
5:00
Shelf Range with continuous
M30C Colonial House Smorgasbord.
clean oven that cleans while p.m.
AIC
you cook. Gas or elec Reg.
299.95. white-304.95, colors. SEARS 1969 Portable dish, NOTICE
NOW YOUR CHOICE 259.80 washer, gold lined drapes, new,
81 inches long, several sections.
v/ite-colors.
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerRevolving clothesline. Turkish
litINCLUDES $20 BONUS
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
hanging lamp. Kenwood am-fm
Sanders, ,phone 382-2468, FarSAVINGS for Catalog Store,
multiplex 40 watt. Phone 753Agency Customers:
mington. Kentucky.
Aprill2(
8625.
M3OP
BUY BOTH FOR
ONLY 499.70
WANTED TO BUY
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Transportation extra
Wanted responsible party to
take over spinet piano. Easy WANT TO BUY; logs and
MONTGOMERY WARD
terms. Can be seen locally. Write standing timber. Also have for
Catalog Agency
Credit Manager, P 0 Box 276, :ale lumber and sawdust.
510 Main 7534906
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. o A6P Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
TEC
Phone 753-4147.

SAVE '40-110*
ON SIGNATURE
APPLIANCES
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

LOST & FOUND

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

r * WEEKEND SPECIAL

00 (HEVROLET Malibu, two LOST: THREE year old male
door hardtop. Black vinyl in- 'German Shepherd, black and
terior. 7,000 miles, warrenty silver, answers to name of
book. Black vinyl -top, power Stoney. Reward offered. Phone
brakes and steering. 1968 753-7140 after 4:00 p.m.
M29
Cobra Fastback. Red, black interior,
Firebird 400, American mags
FOR
RENT
4-speed.
with new tires. Phone 753Local car.
2521.
M30C
00
FURNISUED
APARTMENT;
electric heat, private entrance.
1965 DODGE 440, four door, V8,
Near college. Phone 753factory air, power brakes and
6564.
TFNC
steering, new battery, brakes,
Chestnut Street Murray, Ky.
carburetor and tires. Phone 7531968 EL CAMINO Pick-up- 1499
TWO ROOM furnished apart- IN••
or 753-3080
M29(
truck. V8 automatic, power
lent, private carport for one car.
steering and brakes and,q 1970 VOLKSWA
GEN, camp One mile from College on
vinyl roof. Brand new tires: mobile, cash or
equity and take COldwater Road. Phone 753and air shocks behind.
4552.
over payments. Phone 492M27C
8425.
M29C
1965 ELECfRA BUICK with
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
factory air and all power.
1961 FORD, 6 cylinder standard apartn lent, located 100 South 13th
Ban on federal employes
Local car.
transmission. Good condition. Street. May be seen at Kelly's
\lust sell. Phone 753-7222. M3OP Pest Control. Married couple
in politics called unconstitutional
1965 BUICK WILDCAT four
M27C
door hardtop. Factory air,
WASHINGTON (U P I): and
Republican
central
CARD OF THANKS
power steering and brakes.
The American Civil Liber- committees of the District
LARGE EFFICIENCY apartTinted glass. A local car.
ties
Union
has filed the of Columbia.
We wish to express our thanks
ment, newly decorated, large
first serious Challenge
The brief also listed sevand appreciation of love to one
against
the
closets,
Hatch
Act since eral federal employes who
electric heat, air1965 PONTIAC LE MANS and all shown us during the
the
Supreme
Court
upheld
had been barred from polittwo door hardtop, automatic, illless,and death of our wife and conditioned, prirate entrance.
it by a slim majority in ical activity
Ideal for couple. White House
including
console in the floor with mtither, Essie
1947.
Carraway.
Charles 0. Myers, who quit
FM&AM Radio. Brand new Especially do we want to thank Apartments, 1606 West Main.
The law prohibits the na- his job at the West Lafaytires. A local car. Perfect Dr. Bell, nurses and staff at the M29C
tion's 2.8 million civilian ette, Ind. Postoffice to enfederal employes from en- ter the Republica!) primary
mechanically.
Murray -Calloway County
TWO STORY house, unfurnished, gaging in partisan political for mayor.
Hospital, persons for the song
activity.
1966 DATSUN Pick-up truck
220 South 12th Street. Three
The Hatch Act says a
service, also Bro. Lake Riley,
government employe may
in good mechanical shape.
bedrooms, 112 baths, gas heat,
Bro. Robert Usrey, and Bro.
The ACLU suit alleges not run for elective office
garage, garden, etc. Phone 753that the act violates the or work in a campaign if
Ronnie Newberry for their words
1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA
4765.
M29P first and fifth amendments either activity is connected
of
comfort,
the J.H. Churchill
two door hardtop with facto the Constitution and is with a political party.
tory air, power steering and Funeral Home for their won"unconstitutionally o v e r- Campaign work such as
derisil services. We also want to
brakes, VS autornativ' - A
board, vague and ambigu- canvassing voters for a
ROOM FOR a man, available
thank all who sent flowers, food,
ous."
local car.
specific candidate or party,
immediately. Apartments for
and all that visited. May God
speech writing and volunsummer. Zimmerman ApartThe 13 plaintiffs include teer work such as "stuffing
196.3 OLDS 98 with factory air
blesa.and keep each and everyone
ments, South 16th Street. Phone
the National Assn. of Let- envelopes," is also prohibitand all power. In perfect
of you
753-6609.
ter Carriers, Democratic ed.
M29C
condition. Local car, white. Ocus Carraway. children, and
c•
family.
ITC
UNFURNISHED HOUSE in
1963 OLDS 98 four door
will take "pickle '
North Hazel, 4 rooms, electric
hardtop. Baby blue,
FOR SALE
which the U S St.
heat,fully carpeted,large garden
power steering and brakes,
used to dump at sea in
space, air-conditioning, $75.00
no air. Local car.
quantities of 10 million galper month. Available now. Phone
PRICE MOBILE
1961 VALIANT. CHEAP.
492-8271.
M29C
lons annually, and turn it
HOME CENTER
1963 OLDS 98 with factory air
into ferric chloride.
Noses from 2,995'6
and power Red with White
ANTIOCH, CAL 1U PI ):
MOBILE
HOMe.,
12X44
Imperial West Chemical
Low as
top.
Available April 1st. Phone 753- Noxious acid wastes from a
will
neutralize the
galvanizing process used to Co
641 S Phone 753-3640
1959 CHEVROLET. ROt(di
2358.
M30C
wastes and store the chemipollute
the
waters
off
San
Murray
CH EA l'
Ky. Next to
Francisco Bay, but now a cals until they can be safeHolida% Inn
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS chemical company
has an- ly converted to ferric chlorfor
across
students
street from nounced plans to turn it ide. The largest users of
Ask about our rental
campus.
Private
parking into a substance to purify ferric chloride in Northern
Owner of 6th and Main
purchase plan, lip to 10 F. provided. Available April
California are sewage treat1st. water.
Phone 753-5862.
Phone 75.3-4342
M30(
The
recycling
process ment plants.

USED cAR?

1969 FORD TORINO

priVis

1875
I CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN

oeft)

Hatch Act attack

Noxious acid
to become
water purifier

H.,.

say. am

Cain & Taylor

flux..

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Distributed Exclusively by
CAIN

& TAYLOR

odin

Corner of
6th & Main Xs.
Phone
it4
753-5862

Educators study
use of pep pills
in grade school
BY CRAIG PALMER

•••••:,•'.

SAfT B/LT

- HOLESALE
AND
RETAIL

:•:.

▪ tit

foi
d
thru
the

Classified
Ads

WASHINGTON
(U P I):
He fidgets at the dinner
table, can't sit still in front
of the television set. He
gets up in class and walks
around, whistles, shuffles,
pokes and annoys the other
children
He may be one of an
estimated 3 per cent of
grade school children so
disturbed by "imer tornadoes'' that he is a candidate
for pep pills to calm him
down, the same pills that
have a stimulating effect
on adults
BUT A PANEL of child
experts has concluded that
the child's perplexed and
harassed teacher isn't qualified to arbitrarily make
that decision. Neither
should the teacher pressure
his parents into seeking
pep-pill treatment
'The school should initiate contacts with a physician only with the parents'
consent," the governmentassembled group said in
the first definitive report
on the use of stimulants to
control overactive children
Drug companies making
the stimulants - amphetamines-also should not promote
their
wares with
school officials
And the
news media should not indulge in "half truths and
sensationalism- when rcporting on the sit;la t IQn
DESPITE ALL this, the
panel said clearly that the
disturbed child has ii right
In such treatment
Waal concerned the 15
specialists
in
education,
psychology, pediatrics, itsy-

chiatr y, psychoanalysis.
drug abuse and social work
was that children who can
benefit , from
prescribed

age, the disorders general.,
disappear. The major medical use of amphetamines •
amoag adults is for narcolepsy, a disease characterized by frequent sleepiness.

stimulants might be denied
them by a climate of fear
and misunderstanding.

The panel said amphetamines are not sedatives

"We were terribly concerned that sensationalism
in the press was frightening parents," said panelist
Dr. Barbara Fish, professor
of child psychiatry at the
New York University
School of Medicine.

and "don't provide a chemical straightjacket" for disturbed
children.
Rather,
they help from half to twothirds of the children they
are prescribed for to get
themselves together and focus
attention
on
their
school work

• "They were afraid their
children were going to become 'speed freaks' (habitual users)," the panel said.
although there is no evidence that proper use of
amphetamines by elementa-

"With
sensible
precautions, there is at present no
evidence Justifying sensational alarm, either about
the safety of the individual
child who can benefit from
therapy or about the safety
of the general public," the
panel concluded,

ry children leads to laier
addiction.
'NE
QUESTION
was
raised by news stories on
the use of amphetamines in
Omaha. Neb , schools that
resulted in a congressional
investigation. The panel did
not directly mention either
Omaha or the investigation
in its 17-page report, however
The group side-stepped
the important question of
how widely amphetamines
are used for treatment (estimating only that 250.000
to 500,000 school children
are taking thenv and implications in some quarter
that the drugs are pre
scribed primarily for unruly black children (citing
a lack of data

SIX PITCHERS DROPPED
ST. PETERSBURGH, Fla.
(UPI) - Six pitchers were
among the 10 players dropped
by the Chicago White Sox
Friday in their first squad cut
of the spring.
The pitchers were Dennis
Deck, Ken Frailing, Dennis
O'Toole, Mike Baldwin, Danny
Murphy and Jim Geddes. The
others Ir,pped were first baseman Bobby Spence. catcher
Bruce Kimm and outfielders
Ron fetich and Sam Ewing.
ODDS FAVOR ('CIA
RENO, Nev UPI -Harrah's
04Idsmakers h..ve made UCLA • wr
a
71.: point
_favorite
over • ,Villan6va tralay in the final
uanie of the NCAA basketball'
ehampeinshirt

THE DRUGS are orecrribed for some disturbed
school-age children up to
about II or 12 After that

It
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Lakers Drop Bulls
In Playoffs Friday

Tappan ...

UCLA Meets Villanova in Astrodome

senntisued from Page 1
HOUSTON (UPIt—The UCLA eutAanding dynastic periods in sas, losers in Thursday night's from the outside and must give Hayes."
manipulators with five caw
former
each and flexible enough to mak( Bruins, an ominous aggregation the history of collegiate sports. semifinals, will tangle for third the Bruins some soil of contest Hayes
the
was
of of height, shooting ability and The Bruins, loser only once in place just
the on the boards to have the
to
prior
an incision, throw a baseball
ouston center
.H
of
University
slight= Chance.
winning tradition, go after 29 games this season, are championship game.
name, and
By JOE CARNICESSJ
wholed his team to an upset of
the Bulls again Friday night. sign a
etming favorites in the Since the lights went out in
four colors- another little --bit
in
Manuiactured
hIstory
the
break
to
yet
UCLA in the Astrodome in 1968.
UPI Sports Writer
wago has
Howard
about
worried
carried
contest, which will be
black, yellow and today.
the Astrodome Thursday night "I'm
Motta hasn't pushed the 100-point mark in either game. coppertone,
"I just nope Porter and
SiemiontkowUCLA takes on Villanova on to a national television audience following Villanova's .92-89 dou- Porter and Hank
We were forced out of mu white.
panic button yet but you can
i don't perform
Sierniontkowsk
at
men
tall
two
1Villanova's
be
that
will
and
over
say
EST
p.m.
5
ski
A
victOry
the
on
overtime
went
ble
the elevated basketball court of
pattern by (Wilt) Chamber- Gununere
bet he has his finger on it.
like
Hayes
did
that night," the
the
hit
both
can
who
this
upwards
6-8
by
person
generally, neglects
Western Kentucky and UCLA's 6-7 and
the Astrodome in search of its witnessed in
Mona, whose "Chicago Bells lain," said Motta. "And the mankind,
said UCLA UCLA coach said.
shot),"
this
in
the
over
persons
35,000
product,
outside
triumph
68-60
of
outstanding
lackluster
straight
and
its
fifth
NCAA
title
really
were cast as a slight favorite to Lakers moved the ball like they
Both teams held brief final
that the Creator of the seventh such championship in immense stadium.
Kansas, the speculation has Coach John Wooden. "They
oust Los Angeles' injury-riddled owned it. If it hadn't been for creation
Friday.
workouts
Elvin
of
lot
a
on
me
and
Kanhit
put
and
Kentucky
remind
been that itillatitiVa must
the last eight years —one of the Western
universe dreamed up
Lakers from the National Jim Fox and Bob Love, we
earth.
40
by
Basketball Association playoffs, would have been beaten
challenge the Rotarians to
saw his club drop to 0-2 in the points. Everyone else was He
"a continuing audit" of I
conduct
Friday dead."
series
best-of-seven
(Continued from Page!)
forces at their
human
the
Defense
Lakers' Tough
night when the Lakers won 105for
strive
to
and
disposal
that once students believe they
is
Fox
Love had 34 points and
95.
maximum efficiency through .
have
control over their successes
Chamberlain
Bulls.
the
for
Philadelphia
17
Baltimore beat
individual recognition and Ta
or failures their achievement in
119-107 Friday night to even had 26 points for the Lakers
and 1 think it's going to take
school will improve.
and Gaylord Perry will win his
their series at 1-1 while in and Jim McMillian, playing in motivation.
By MILTON RICHMAN
Frank Lane and Dave Bristol a
was introduced by
Fox
unarlie
which
after
share,
tonight's action, New York place 'elf West, had his secor.d Gununere
UPI Sports Writer
little longer to make Milwaukee
program
Haverstock,
the
J.
parE.
playoff
general,
research
In
for
around
impressive
scratch
to
2-0
have
may
to
straight
looks to stretch its lead
NEW YORK (UPI)—I've seen
winner than it took Lew
a
and,
the
day
for
the
chairman
supports
first
tially
points.
second
24
and
over Atlanta and Milwaukee game, scoring
a few things I never thought I pitching. Shortstop
Alcindor.
ComTappan
the
of
that
tough
manager
Findings
suggest
By United Press International hypothesis.
base don't exactly remind you
opens its series with San •'We played a very
would.
Detroit is my choice over
The Indiana Pacers have a warm, supportive, and con- Open heart surgery wasn't of Tinker-to-Evers either.
defense," said Laker Coach Joe pany's Murray operatiort,
Francisco at Oakland.
for the title in the
Baltimore
very
home
a
are
sistent
environment
"They
in
Gomez
a
breakthrough
made
Preston
the
Mullaney.
10
Gail Goodrich scored
bad for a starter and then they I still believe
because so many
mainly
East
to
male
student's
a
had
we
strengthens
consecutive points in the last efficient club and
Dr. Dodson To Speak On American Basketball Associawent and put a man on the did right by hitting for Clay "knowledgeable baseball men"
tion's Western Division but confidence in his ability to moon.
Kirby last season, no-hitter and
4'2 minutes to crack open a disrupt their pattern."
Gene Moore remains uncon- achieve rewards. However, there I've also seen a one-time all, and I also believe he'll get say the Orioles are shoo-ins and
close ganie and boost the Baltimore turned in a well- 'The Appraisers' Sunday
I've spent a lot of time
getting
is some evidence that a female
performance,
balanced
vinced.
Lakers past Chicago.
Olympic "sub" come on to beat San Diego out of the cellar.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
Moore, a 6-foot-9 center for student may become more in- the greatest; a defensive player Which brings us to the Braves listening to knowledgeable men
a total of 75 points from Kevin
Bulls Favored
subject, "The the Texas Chaps, was the key dependent and have greater
explain to me what went wrong
"The way we played tonight, Loughery, Jack Mario and Earl be speaking on the
so spectacular on offense that and especially now that Rico with shoo-ins after they specifimorning
the
for
Appraisers"
with
her
over
series
in
control
her
its
confidence
even
Indiana's
to
come
in
a
figure
Monroe,
onetaking
Carty is sidelined, what can you
I don't think I want to
8:45 and 10:50 game lead in the West over successes when the home at- he has revolutionized hockey; say about them after you say cally told me nothing possibly
back to Los Angeles," said the 76ers. Monroe, who was ill worship services at
has done
who
player
another
Methodist
United
Utah with only three contests mosphere is somewhat less
Orlando could.
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